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FOREWORD

We present in this volume all the documents that were born in the
course of our OCD General Chapter (Rome 2021). They represent a great
effort of shared reflection, study, dialogue, and challenging and hopeful
research.
This book gathers, to a certain extent, the moment we are living and,
even more, what we would like to live now with special intensity. No
document pretends to contain or enclose the life that is being given to us
at this moment. Their value consists in venturing to name the main issues, concerns, questions, difficulties, and our hopes; to help us to face
and move forward, to open ourselves to a mutual listening to the will of
God in the journey we are undertaking, aware of our great gifts and
riches, but also of our limits and the obstacles we face.
These documents need our attention and our dedication, a slow, personal, and communitarian rereading that honors the desire we have, as
an Order, to live consciously and awake, faithful, and receptive, to discern together the grace of this unique moment of our life as children of
Teresa and John of the Cross. We do not have to wait for tomorrow to
live the beauty of our vocation; we do not have to wait for great documents to live what matters. St. John of the Cross said it clearly and gracefully in a memorable letter from Granada to the nuns of Beas on November 22, 1587:
“Enough has already been said and written for doing what is important; and that what is wanting, if anything is wanting, is not
writing or speaking —rather these usually superabound— but silence and work.”
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Our libraries are full of documents and books similar to this one,
which have already fulfilled their valuable function. They animated the
life of our communities and provinces and of the Order for a time. They
are documents that never expire completely, and they always speak to us
of life in every era. But we run the risk of passing too quickly over the
life they contain and the suggestions they awaken, as if we have too much
of any suggestion or enlightenment that comes from outside ourselves.
There is something that was prior to and more significant than the
Primitive Rule given to the hermits of Mount Carmel, and that was the
propositum, the purpose for which Albert offers them a Rule of Life. This
purpose, this call, motivation, enthusiasm, and vocation is what we have
to rekindle together in this hour of Carmel. This is prior to any obligation,
and recalls the Teresian enthusiasm for giving one's life, “as knights
without wages” (V 15, 11), as Teresa invited us to live.
For all these reasons, I urge you to devote some quiet time and creative reflection to them. These documents have the strength of having
been born out of our prayer and fraternal dialogue, and they will only
have life if they are received not so much as a norm, but to energize and
motivate our life. May they awaken in us a lively enthusiasm for working
together to foster the vocation we have been given and may we succeed
in communicating to one another in the midst of the crises of our time,
the joy of being Carmelites today for the Church and for the world.
The documents you will find begin with the report on the state of
the Order prepared by Fr. Saverio Cannistrà, an incisive report and a
scrupulous and attentive analysis of the riches, difficulties, challenges,
and dangers we face. It gathers all the experience of these years of leadership of the Order which he presented at the beginning of the General
Chapter.
The audience with the Pope was an emotional awakening and encouraging moment. He succeeded in transmitting to us a message that
was both demanding and challenging. The words I addressed to the Holy
Father on behalf of the whole Order: our desire to be the Carmelites that
the Church expects and needs, and the commitment to accompany the
Pope without cowardice or paralyzing fears, available to the impossible
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Foreword
with the confidence of those who know that the protagonism and the
honor is His.
The Declaration on the Charism is also presented here as the central
document approved by the Chapter which we will work on personally, in
community, and in the groups and meetings of the Carmelite Family, to
continue enriching it and filling it with life and making it a text in process
and under construction.
The Chapter Document and Message are two texts that synthesize
and summarize the sentiments of the Chapter Assembly, as a word for
the whole Order, thanking the passage of the Spirit during these days of
meeting.
We confronted a very laborious work of the revision of our Norms
which have been approved ad experimentum for six years until its definitive approval if it proceeds to the next General Chapter as our Norms
establish. Finally, you also have in the text the Chapter determinations
that resulted from our Chapter dialogue and that effect different important questions presented to the Chapter.
It only remains for me to wish you and us a happy journey through
these six years ahead of us. From the bottom of my heart, I want to walk
united with you, with Teresian humility, simplicity, courage, and joy. I
pray for the strength, grace, and wisdom of our Saints, and I am grateful
for the life of each one of you, my brothers, with my eyes fixed on the
One who initiated and completes our faith (Heb. 12:1-2), Jesus, our Living Book, and the only sure strategy for the journey ahead of us. May
Mary and Joseph take us by the hand at all times and take care of the
Vineyard of Carmel.
A fraternal embrace.
Miguel Márquez Calle
Superior General
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REPORT OF THE GENERAL SUPERIOR
FR. SAVERIO CANNISTRÀ
ON THE STATE OF THE ORDER
92nd OCD General Chapter
Rome, September 2, 2021

Dear Brothers,
As is our tradition, we begin the work of this 92nd General Chapter
with the report of the General Superior on the state of the Order. To tell
the truth, as far as I am concerned, after twelve years of service as General Superior, I feel that I have already expressed all that I have to say
about the situation of our Order. I do not think I have much new to add
to what can be read especially in the presentations to the Extraordinary
Definitors of 2011, 2014 and 2017 and to the General Chapter of Avila
of 2015. In order not to repeat myself and to avoid unnecessarily lengthening my presentation, allow me to briefly recall the essential points of
those presentations and to try to highlight the common thread that connects them in a unified development.1

1

As for the activities carried out by the General Definitory during this six-year
period, which are usually included in the report on the state of the Order, I will
not list them here. You will find them described in the summary published together with the text of this report.
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A retrospective glance
In the Extraordinary Definitory of 2011, I insisted above all on the
need to start from real experience, from what our friars and our communities concretely live in their daily lives because only through this “hermeneutics from below” is it possible to see the truth about our Order and
the path we are following. Quoting a famous expression of E. Husserl, I
invited us to “go to the things themselves,” to read the states of mind of
the confreres and the human and spiritual atmosphere that is lived in the
communities and to compare them with the spirit, motivations, and sentiments of Teresa as they are particularly described in the Way of Perfection. From the comparison which we attempted to make in that forum,
several commitments emerged for the six-year period. First among them
was that of “establishing Teresian communities that are places of authentic human and spiritual growth and of radiating the truth and beauty experienced in them.” If communities become only “places of transit in the
personal journey of each one, whose center of gravity is elsewhere” —
the final document said— this is not a simple deficiency that can be compensated for by the richness of other dimensions, such as pastoral work,
but it is the failure of the Teresian charismatic project. With community,
we concluded, everything else will be given to us, but without community even what we have will be taken away.
The report to the Definitory in Korea in 2014 sought to deepen the
analysis of why the Order’s vitality appears weakened or stalled. It seems
to me that the process of transformation triggered since the 1970s has led
to a liberation not only from oppressive forms of legalism and authoritarianism, but also from that objective bond that connects us to the meaning of our lives, namely the end, the telos to which our Carmelite vocation tends. This tension towards the goal is indeed a bond, but an attractive and dynamic bond. To lose it in the name of the freedom of individual self-realization actually means to lose the direction and energy of the
movement. A freedom deprived of its goal loses its propulsive dynamism
and begins to rotate on itself. In this self-referential static nature, life is
emptied of meaning and is easily filled with the small distractions and
gratifications offered by the techno-consumerist society. To counter this
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tendency that leads to demotivation and inner paralysis, we must seriously ask ourselves the question: what kind of person do I want to become? The answer is not so much what we say in words, but what is
written in the “practices” of life that we follow and by which we let ourselves be shaped. We have an idea, at least a vague one, that the identity
of the Discalced Carmelite depends on the exercise of certain practices,
such as contemplative prayer and fraternal relationships, and these are
amply described in our Constitutions. But is our way of being shaped by
them or by other practices that are consistent with other identities and
make us different persons from what we have declared we want to become? From these questions arose the need for a broad and sincere comparison with the texts of our Constitutions and Norms to verify towards
which goal the path we are following as individuals and as a community
is directed.
As is well known, the General Chapter of 2015 made the decision
“that the Order undertake a rereading of its Constitutions, with a view to
their possible modification in order to renew our life” (It is Time to Walk!
Concluding Document of the 91st OCD General Chapter, n. 28). The
primary purpose of this re-reading was the renewal of life through comparison with our legislative texts, in continuity with the previous sexennium dedicated to the re-reading of the works of Saint Mother Teresa.
The intention of the General Chapter was to reduce the distance that had
been created between the formulation of our ideal of life in the Constitutions and our lived experience: “It is a matter of re-creating —where
there is something weakened or lost— the tension between the path and
the goal” (It is Time to Walk, n. 27). However, the possibility of a revision of the Constitutions was not ruled out if, more than thirty years after
their approval, this proved to be effectively necessary. In this regard, the
Chapter considered three possible options: “reworking the Constitutions,
revising them specifically and/or drafting a Declaration on the CarmeliteTeresian life” (It is Time to Walk, n. 32).
The program of rereading the Constitutions was carried out from
October 2015 to June 2018 with the help of twelve study guides, prepared
by a special commission, which guided and facilitated personal study and
discussion in community. At the Extraordinary Definitory of 2017, a first
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evaluation was made of the work accomplished up to that point, an evaluation that was certainly positive, but in which limitations and insufficiencies were also highlighted. The report I presented on the state of the
Order on that occasion began with the following observation: “Our Order
shares the general situation of religious life today, which we could define
as a path of renewal that has remained halfway, a slow or even blocked
path because of its uncertain direction, the complexity of the path and the
weariness of the wayfarers.” I then presented analytically the aspects of
the Order’s life in which this situation of unfinished renewal appears
most evident: the contemplative dimension, self-care, fraternal life in
community, the relationship between charism and ordained ministry, intellectual formation, and the relationship with our nuns and the laity.
I conclude this retrospective look with the decisions taken by the
2019 Extraordinary Definitory of Goa which, for the moment, chose not
to proceed with a rewriting of the Constitutions, nor to their revision,
while it approved the drafting of a Declaration on the Carmelite-Teresian
Charism and a revision of the Applicative Norms. Since March of this
year, the second draft of the Declaration on the Charism has been available to you and corrected based on the suggestions we received from the
circumscriptions and from individual friars. In June, we sent you the proposed revision of some of the Applicative Norms. We will be working
on this material together over the course of these two weeks.
Where are we going?
At the end of my second term, I feel that I would not be doing the
Order and this General Chapter a good service if I did not dare to draw
conclusions from what I have observed and experienced during this period. It is my duty to say frankly what seems to me to be the truth of the
transformation taking place in our Order, without attenuating or concealing it. What I am saying has been presented and approved by the General
Definitory, so it is in the name of the general government of the Order
that I am speaking to you.
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In order to describe the evolution we are witnessing I will use some
data that we observed during the pastoral visitations and that were confirmed by the responses that the circumscriptions sent us during the rereading of the Constitutions. I will take them up by grouping them into
four points:






We are moving toward a Carmel that is more apostolic and less
contemplative, engaged more in external works than in prayer.
The care of community life is losing its centrality and importance
in favor of the prevailing demands of pastoral ministry.
The formation of our young men, if we exclude the novitiate
year, is oriented more toward priestly ordination and the exercise
of ministry than toward the maturation and consolidation of our
friars and charismatic identity.
The differences that exist between regions and circumscriptions
are putting the Order’s unity under great tension. The traditional
autonomy granted to the provinces by our law risks becoming
independent to the point that some provinces have written to us
hoping that the Order in the future will take the form of a sort of
federation of circumscriptions.

I have deliberately set out these data in the form of apodictic theses,
without nuance, to allow you to grasp the reality in all its provocative
concreteness. It is no longer time to remain in ambiguity and immobility.
Is this a loss of specificity of the Carmelite-Teresian identity and of the
unity of the Order? Or is it a question of a legitimate evolution of the
Carmelite-Teresian charism, which —in substantial fidelity to its fundamental elements— enhances aspects of particular relevance for today’s
world? If we agree on the goodness and validity of this evolution, we
must say so openly. We are the supreme authority of the Order: our confreres, especially the younger ones, expect from us clear answers at the
theoretical and practical levels to the many questions they have about our
way of living and working. If a General Chapter believes that this is the
right direction for the Order to follow and decides so, we will all accept
it and draw the necessary consequences. What we cannot do is affirm
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one thing on the theoretical level and do another in practice. Inconsistency is in any case an evil, confusing minds and making them incapable of lucid and courageous choices. Moreover, how can we form our
young people if we are unable to communicate to them clearly what our
vocation and mission in the Church consists of?
For my part, I believe that to continue along the line described
would mean reaching a point of rupture with our tradition and altering
the balance that links the various elements of our charismatic identity.
For this reason, I reaffirm here the need for a serious reform of the Order,
as I had already expressed in the 2017 Definitory, in consonance with the
appeals that Pope Francis is making to the whole Church, and in particular to consecrated life, which with its propheticism has in the past anticipated and inspired the reform movements of the ecclesial body. In my
speech to the 2017 Definitory, however, I refrained from making concrete proposals because —I said— it did not seem right to me “to propose
to the whole Order a vision of renewal or reform based on my own personal vision or sensibility.” Although I am still convinced of this, I believe that this rightful prudence does not prevent me from presenting to
your free discussion some paths that, in my opinion, the Order could or
should take to get out of the crisis in which it is struggling and to undertake a renewal that is not imposed by circumstances, but is consciously
chosen and coherently pursued on the basis of the gift of grace received
and the needs of today’s world. As you can see, I am not thinking of
exhortations that remind our confreres of the duties of Carmelite life,
such as: pray more and be more faithful to community life! We know
very well that such recommendations, however just and necessary, are
interpreted as an exercise of a exhortatory literary genre from which no
practical effect is expected. In fact, it would be naïve and simplistic to
think of solving our profound identity crisis with voluntary calls for
greater observance.
What I am thinking about and what I want to propose to you is to
reconsider more carefully some of the resources that we have in our Order and that we probably have not yet adequately utilized. I appeal, therefore, not to an effort of will, but to an effort of intelligence and to a
change of mentality which will allow us to reset our life and to prepare a
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future free from the conditioning of a history gone by, but at the same
time, faithful to the charismatic inheritance that has been delivered to us
and for which we are responsible before the Church and the world. This,
in my opinion, is the only way to put into practice what we have written
in the Declaration on Charism. From many parts we have been asked to
make the Declaration more effective and operational in order to avoid
the risk that it too remains a document that is discussed, approved, and
quickly forgotten. I wonder, however, what we are thinking about when
we ask for practical decisions. If one is thinking of norms that impose
the observance of certain practices that are essential for living our vocation, one has only to refer to the already existing Constitutions. But it is
not a question of simple observance. It is a question of clarity and courage: clarity in order to become aware of the epochal change underway in
the history of our Order as well as of the entire Church, courage to make
decisions corresponding to a profoundly changed history. We cannot repeat what we have always done if we really want to be faithful to our
identity and prepare a future for it.
Interculturality
It is extremely difficult to make predictions about the future of our
Order for several reasons. The first and most obvious is that the demographic picture of the Catholic Church and of Christianity in general is
changing rapidly. I will mention just a couple of statistics. According to
a survey a few years ago, 61% of Christians live in the Global South and
only 39% in Europe and North America.2 It is predicted that “by 2050
there will probably be more Christians in Africa (1.25 billion) than in
Latin America (705 million) and Europe (490 million) combined.”3
If we look at the Order’s current statistics, we find that Europe still
has the largest number of members, 1401 (35.2%), followed immediately
by Asia with 1313 members (33%). If we add the number of members
from Europe, North America, and the Middle East, we arrive at a total of
Cfr. T. P. RAUSCH, “Sfide contemporanee del cattolicesimo globale,” in Civiltà cattolica, 2021, II, 274.
3
Ivi.
2
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1626, or 40.8% of the total. The African Carmel, for the moment, has
552 friars, equivalent to 13.9%, while Latin America, with 487 friars,
makes up 12.2% of the total.
Obviously, these numbers do not consider the age of the friars. If
we were able to make a statistic that also takes age into consideration,
we could easily predict the imminent overtaking of Europe by Asia and
the rapid rise of Africa and Madagascar. We can, however, get an idea
of the future by looking at the number of religious in formation which
are currently distributed as follows:
Asia
Africa-Madagascar
Europe
Latin America
North America
Middle East
Total

390
255
128
79
15
8
875

44,6%
29,1%
14,6%
9%
1,7%
1%

Clearly the face of the Order, which already presents itself in the
range of those in formation with 75% of its members in Asia and Africa
and only 16-17% in Europe and North America, is profoundly different
from what we have known only thirty years ago, as shown by the statistics presented in 1991, in which 57.4% of the members lived in the North
of the planet and only 26.1% in Asia and Africa (and the remaining
16.5% in Latin America):
Europe
Asia
Latin America
Africa-Madagascar
America Settentr.
Middle East
Total

1897
781
610
190
167
65
3,710

51.1%
21%
16,5
5.1
4.5%
1.8%

On the other hand, the internal data of our Order corresponds perfectly to the general statistical picture, so that it can be said, in extreme
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synthesis, that for the moment 40% of Discalced Carmelites live in the
North of the planet and 60% in the South, but in about ten years it is
foreseeable that the balance will tilt even more in favor of Africa and
Asia, which will host up to 75% of the members of the entire Order. This
geographical and cultural change is so profound that it throws into crisis
any attempt to imagine the future from the traditional framework of European and North American Carmel. The consequences are innumerable
so as to constitute genuine challenges for the future, especially at the
level of the general government of the Order.
A particularly instructive example concerns the Generalate and the
other houses dependent on the General Definitory: the community and
faculty of the Teresianum, the International College and the Cites of
Avila. Currently, the composition of these communities, based on the
geographical origin of the members, is as follows:

General Curia
(Ext. Definitory)
Teresianum; Intern.
Coll; Sem. Missionum
CITeS
TOTAL

EUROPE &
M. EAST
9

ASIA
(INDIA)
1

AFRICA
1

AMERICA
LATINA
1

20 + 1 + 1

4+2+1

1

2+1

3
34

2
8

2

6

As we can see, the presence of European friars is by far the majority:
out of a total of 50 friars, 34 (68%) are European, a proportion that reflects a demographic situation of the Order that has long since been overcome. At the same time, it must be said that the replacement of European
friars with non-European ones is by no means simple, nor can it be taken
for granted that it will be successful. Not a few attempts to insert nonEuropean brothers into international houses have proved unsuccessful
for various reasons, among which cultural differences with all their implications are certainly present.
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The concrete case of international communities at the service of the
whole Order brings to light one of the major challenges for the future of
our Order, namely, the ability to overcome cultural barriers and promote
interculturality in our circumscriptions and communities. It is now time
to face this fundamental challenge, which has been put off for too long.
Even though the Order is made up of thousands of members from very
different cultures, we can say that there are no experiences of intercultural communities or initiatives. If we exclude the centers that depend
directly on the General Definitory, in Rome, Avila and the Holy Land,
and some sporadic experiences of collaboration at the service of some
Provinces, our communities are strictly monocultural.4 It seems that we
apply the logic of aut-aut, not et-et. If Africans are growing in a mission
in Africa, it is time for Europeans or Americans to leave. In Europe and
the United States, we have witnessed the multiplication of presences of
friars, especially Indians, in the territory of other Provinces without any
concern for integrating themselves into the life of these Provinces. For
twenty years, these phenomena continued on parallel tracks until the
General Definitory intervened to put an end to this practice that contradicted the structure of our Order. We hope that we have finally succeeded
in stemming the phenomenon, but it is nonetheless significant that it has
happened and that a decisive intervention by the Order’s supreme authority was necessary to put an end to it and to direct our confreres towards
forms of collaboration among the Provinces. In this way, a great weakness of the Order came to light, namely, the fact that diversity is not at
the service of unity but becomes rigid in parallel structures that do not
communicate with one another.
In many religious congregations this work of intercultural exchange
has been going on for many years. In our Order this has not happened,

4

In this regard, I would like to recall the experience of interprovincial and intercultural collaboration that enabled us to save the mission in Cameroon a few
years ago. Friars from the Provinces of Lombardy and Genoa, the Commissariat
of Congo, the Vicariate of Nigeria and the Delegation of Central Africa participated. It is an exceptional example of what the Order can do when it is able to
join forces in a common project.
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either because of the general resistance to change or because of the importance and strong autonomy that our tradition assigns to the provincial
community. In fact, the form of interculturality adequate to our charism
does not pass through the weakening of the structure of the province, but
through the overcoming of “provincialism,” understood as the withdrawal of the province on itself and on its internal dynamics. We need to
get people moving again and into dialogue, just as is happening in our
countries and cities, which are increasingly multi-ethnic and multi-cultural. Allowing this current wave to enter our homes and our districts will
force us to question many habits, behavior, and ways of thinking. But it
is precisely this that we need: to come to terms with a history that has
changed, with respect to which we have remained behind, suffering it
passively without grasping its novelties and opportunities.
We cannot, however, forget or hide the difficulties and obstacles
that stand in the way of achieving this goal. The first and most obvious
difficulty, but not necessarily the most serious, concerns the advanced
average age of the European provinces which generally count among
their ranks a high number of elderly people and a small group of young
or less elderly people. It is not automatic, but it is certainly common, that
advanced age corresponds to a lesser willingness to change, even more
so, if these changes are not only external, but of mentality. Adapting to
new situations and different companions on the road is something that
young people do best. In this respect, the Old Continent does not have
many resources to deploy.
The greatest difficulty, however, depends on the path the Order has
taken in the last thirty to forty years. In fact, the Order has developed and
changed profoundly in its geographical and cultural composition, but this
change does not seem to have been guided and directed by the orientations coming from our legislative texts. We have grown or declined without much questioning of the identity of what was being produced through
these processes. We quickly dismissed the question of identity by answering that one can be a Discalced Carmelite in many different ways.
This answer, however, takes for granted the very thing that was the subject of the question, and that is actually being consistent with the identity
of the Carmelite-Teresian charism. What we have witnessed is not the
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unfolding of a multiplicity from the one charism, the blossoming of a tree
firmly planted on its roots. To give an idea of what I think has happened,
I would use a different metaphor, that of an image, of a photograph of
which some details are enlarged to excess until the sharpness of the contours is lost. Instead of the richness of different perspectives, each in its
own way restoring the fullness of Carmelite life, we have witnessed the
production of a series of copies of the same image that have blurred its
original clarity by enlarging or shrinking one or another aspect.
This situation today makes the effort to bring the various regions
and circumscriptions of our Order into dialogue with one another extremely complicated after decades of unrevised journeys and processes
that are often not in dialogue with one another. But precisely for this
reason we urgently need to begin to dialogue starting from a shared experience of life, a mutual knowledge, and a common commitment to collaboration. Only in this way will we be able to put our strengths back into
circulation. If we continue to remain closed in our own monocultural
shells, we will allow the grace that the Lord is offering us to emerge from
the crisis to pass us by without grasping it.
Several concrete steps could and should be taken to bring us closer
to one another. Among these is, for example, the learning of one or two
common languages with which we can communicate freely among all
the members of the Order. Many other religious Institutes have long
since chosen to use one or, at most, two official languages, while we have
so far resisted this change, which is small in itself, but which has in addition to its obvious practical usefulness, a great symbolic and spiritual
value: the effort to leave our linguistic-cultural comfort zone in order to
reach out to others.
Even the structures of communion and collaboration provided for
by our law have generally been little used. The Conferences of Major
Superiors, with the sole exception of Latin America, have played a very
marginal and in some cases non-existent role. The tendency in recent
years has been to invest even less in these structures, despite the objective
need for greater collaboration. Yet there are important coordinating func-
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tions and services, once assigned to the center of the Order with its various secretariats, that today could be carried out more effectively at the
level of the regional conferences (in the area of formation, vocation promotion, specific apostolates). Even the possibility of establishing interprovincial communities, especially for initial formation, has been little
actualized. It is surprising to note how Provinces with very small numbers of friars believe that they do not need to collaborate with other circumscriptions to offer a better formation to their candidates and in view
of a more shared future. A similar point can be made in the area of ongoing formation, which could be a valuable occasion to develop opportunities for meeting, exchange, and dialogue among members of the
same region.
Formation
A reform has its privileged place of implementation in formation,
that is, where we strive to “give historical form” to the gift of the Spirit
that we received with our vocation to the Teresian Carmel. When I speak
of formation, I do not simply mean the initial period, but the lifelong care
and cultivation of one’s vocation. Without a solid formation it is not
possible to face the complexity of our times and give credible answers to
the many questions that are asked of us. Even more radically, without a
constant commitment to formation we will easily fall prey to a worldly
mentality, we will yield to the pressure of a system that homogenizes us
and, beyond our different subjective positions and beliefs, reduces us to
the anonymous condition of producers/consumers in a society dominated
by the market. The detachment from the world, of which Saint Teresa
speaks, requires today more than ever not only an ascetic dimension of
defense and distancing, but also the development of critical thinking, capable of discernment in the light of faith.
Also in this area, at the theoretical level, we all declare ourselves
convinced that formation is the priority commitment of each circumscription and of the entire Order, in line with what is stated in the documents of the Church. Unfortunately, however, these declarations of prin-
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ciple are not followed by consistent choices. How many and which persons do we invest in formation? How much time, energy and financial
resources do we dedicate to initial and ongoing formation? Do we ask
ourselves some questions about the need to rethink the modalities of formation in order to make it more effective and adequate for the times we
are living? I am thinking, in particular, of our youngest members, both
those who are still in the initial phase of formation and those who have
only recently made their solemn profession or received presbyteral ordination. I wanted us to listen directly to their voices at the beginning of
this Chapter so that all the Chapter members would have an idea of what
is stirring in their minds and hearts.
We are moving with great strides towards a globalized world. The
younger generations, especially in Europe and America, but the trend is
spreading everywhere, are increasingly in contact with each other beyond political borders and cultural barriers. The typical place of this
meeting is the virtual space of the web where one can communicate from
one border of the Earth to another, thanks also to English, which has become the koiné of our time. I believe that our Order has not yet come to
terms with this epochal change, especially in the area of initial and ongoing formation. We still have a very local image of formation, which in
part is well justified and should be preserved, but which becomes an obstacle and a brake when it becomes rigid and closed to novelty. It is right,
in fact, that in forming the young people of a province we should take
care that they become integrated within the provincial community, getting to know it, and being known by it. There is a whole local tradition
that a young person entering a particular circumscription must learn and
assimilate. But this rightful concern should not turn into a fear of confrontation, dialogue, and sharing with young people from other provinces
and traditions, as if this could alter the purity of the formation given or
weaken the sense of belonging to a given community. Let us not forget
that we are all members of the same Order and participants in the same
charism. If we are unable to accept the challenge of opening our borders
and overcoming barriers, we risk closing ourselves off in a small world,
which sooner or later will be too narrow and artificially separated from
the rest of the Order and the Church.
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In recent years, the general administration has tried to promote formation experiences at the interprovincial level, unfortunately meeting
with strong resistance. Some timid steps forward have been followed by
decisive steps backward. Far-reaching proposals, such as that of a year
of formation a few years after solemn profession and presbyteral ordination, were not accepted. As European Provincials may remember, at the
meeting of the Conference of Provincials of Europe and the Middle East
held in Linz from November 4-11, 2017, I had proposed to introduce a
year of Carmelite formation after solemn profession and presbyteral ordination, say between five and ten years later. The model I was inspired
by was that of the so-called tertianship novitiate (or “third probation”)
year of the Jesuits. As is well known, it was an invention of St. Ignatius
who established this time of spiritual deepening and renewal before a
definitive commitment to the Society. In the Constitutions of the Society
of Jesus, St. Ignatius speaks of the need to move from intellectual study
to the schola affectus, the school of the heart, and precisely for this reason
he instituted the period of the tertianship novitiate: “To this end, it will
be useful for those who have been sent to study, once they have finished
the concern and the commitment to cultivate the intellect, to insist during
the time of the third probation in the school of the affection, applying
themselves to those spiritual and corporal exercises, which are capable
of procuring for them a greater humility and abnegation of every sensitive affection and of every will and proper judgment, and a greater
knowledge and love of God our Lord. In this way, after having progressed themselves, they will be able to better advance others, to the
glory of God our Lord.”5
It is a mistake to reduce the transmission of the charism to learning
a series of intellectual contents, such as the history of the Order, the study
of the Rule and the Constitutions, the doctrine of our Saints. These contents must be put into concrete life practices if we want them to truly
form a person and not only in-form him in our tradition. This was certainly the concern of St. Teresa and the generation immediately following her. What was already clear to Teresa and Ignatius in the sixteenth
5

Ignatius of Loyola, Constitutions, n. 516.
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century we seem to have forgotten today. In fact, today we are witnessing
a kind of paradox: on the one hand we are more aware of the concrete
psychological dynamics of the person and insist on the value of experience, on the other hand, we seem to fail to adapt our formation processes
to this deeper anthropological knowledge. We organize charismatic formation on the model of the academic study of philosophy and theology,
and while noting that this method is not effective, since it neither educates the person nor helps him acquire a new way of thinking and acting,
we fail to come up with anything better. I am aware, however, that on
these issues we need to open a broad debate in our religious family,
which so far has not happened. In the absence of such a clarification, I
am not surprised that the proposal for a third year of formation has elicited lukewarm or frankly contrary reactions and has therefore been rejected in substance. What has been achieved, not without hesitation and
resistance, is a second common novitiate for the European professed,
which unfortunately was halted after the first year because of the pandemic. We hope that it can be resumed and strengthened in the years to
come. Much of our future depends on our ability to form a new generation of Carmelites who are capable of assimilating and internalizing our
charismatic patrimony and then communicating it creatively. The experience of meeting and getting to know each other among young people
from different Provinces is also of fundamental importance. In the past,
our International College was a crucial meeting point for friars from all
over the Order. Today Rome seems to have lost much of its former centrality, and yet the void that has been created remains to be filled.
It is disturbing to note how much the sense of belonging to the Order
as such has been weakened. What once constituted a source of pride and
vital commitment for every friar today seems to be only a cold juridicalinstitutional fact. Affections, concerns, and motivations have their center
elsewhere, in the promotion of oneself or, in the best of cases, of the
circumscription of which one is an immediate part. The Order, in its
global reality, appears as something distant and abstract which does not
concern us directly. Hence the obstacles encountered by those who are
called to govern the Order at the general level, both in finding people
available to work for the centers at the service of the entire Order, and in
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finding a listening ear when addressing all the confreres, trying to involve them in interprovincial projects or in paths of animation and ongoing formation. Even the preparation for and participation in the General
Chapter do not arouse particular enthusiasm, as is evident from the responses received to the request to send proposals to be discussed here.
Only a few regions sent contributions that reflect a broad discussion and
a sincere desire to contribute to this essential moment in the life of the
Order. It was even more difficult to draw from a series of wide-ranging
reflections concrete proposals on which to orient the discussion in this
Chapter. If all this is happening, we cannot limit ourselves to noticing
and deploring it. We need to ask ourselves about the causes of this sort
of disaffection with our “corporate personality,” with our being one family in the Church that wants to speak with one voice and walk in the same
direction. But do we really want this or does this prospect, rather, frighten
us because we fear that it threatens our right to be free and different?
The communion of the three branches of the Order
Another strong point of our Order is the coexistence of the male,
female, and lay branches. Friars, nuns, and seculars share the same charism, each living it in a way that corresponds to his or her own condition,
we develop and express all its richness. We know that for St. Teresa and
St. John of the Cross the exchange of experiences and the mutual support
among nuns, friars and lay people was a very important help and stimulus. Without this exchange, sharing certain works would probably never
have come into being. For John, and even more so for Gracián, the fraternal relationship with Teresa was decisive in fully understanding the
Carmelite vocation and finding its correct translation in a masculine key.
But the same can also be said for Teresa and for the first generations of
her daughters: the relationship with the friars opened them to a broader
ecclesial sensibility and to a deeper theological-spiritual formation. The
contributions of the laity are less known and studied, but I believe that
we all have in mind figures of Carmelites in the world who offer us luminous examples of love, prayer, intimacy with the Lord Jesus amid the
noise and turmoil of daily life.
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Even in this case, however, we can ask ourselves if we are really
taking advantage of this extraordinary strength and richness of our vocation. It seems to me that we can and should do much more. Often, in fact,
our relationship with the nuns and laity falls into the category of the apostolate. We are asked to provide services of celebration of the sacraments
or preaching, and we offer them. At times, we also help each other by
lending collaboration and support in facing the necessities of daily life,
and this is certainly a beautiful testimony of fraternity. But much more
rarely do we live our vocation in communion with our sister nuns and
our lay brothers and sisters. I understand that this is neither easy nor obvious because it requires a journey of formation and maturation. We need
to learn from experience what is appropriate and what is not, what benefits communion and what can damage it. But in any case, it is important
to place at the center of our attention and care this network of relationships that should effectively and affectively constitute the reality of our
family. The further we stray from the center of our vocation, the less
attentive and interested we are in cultivating and animating the life of our
family. The end result is that we find ourselves “without a family.” In
this way we are not faithful to the intention of our foundress, but above
all, we lose that sense of belonging to the family of Carmel that is vital
to arouse and channel our best energies.
The latest documents approved by the Holy See regarding women’s
contemplative life have certainly recognized greater autonomy of governance for nuns and have given greater importance to federations and
associations of monasteries. But these changes, which in my opinion are
not only opportune but necessary, in no way exempt us from cultivating
our relationships with our sister nuns. What is asked of us is once again
to evolve our relationship from a clerical and directive mode to a more
fraternal and dialogical one. Something similar can also be said about
our relationship with members of the Secular Order whom we must learn
to relate to based on our common baptismal and charismatic vocation,
learning to work not only for them, but also with them to build our common home.
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Some Final Considerations
Please forgive me if in this report I have expressed too strongly and
decisively the concerns I feel at the end of my service as Superior General. The intention that has guided me, however, is to point out resistances, closures, and delays in order to broaden the horizon of our reflection and open concrete paths toward the future of the Order. I have
addressed some questions to this Chapter. They will be answered to the
extent that, with the assistance of the Holy Spirit, we will be able to make
a serious discernment of the Lord’s will for our family. For my part, I
would like to conclude with a couple of considerations.
The first concerns the manner of exercising the responsibility of
governance. As I have mentioned —but the discussion deserves to be
expanded and detailed— religious life is going through a time of strong
individualism and dispersion. This is an almost inevitable consequence
of the historical and cultural context in which we are immersed. We must
respond to this challenge with intelligence and readiness. If we give up
and let the boat drift, we already know that the consequences for religious
life and for our Carmelite family will be disastrous. Therefore, today
more than ever, it is required of those who are invested with governmental responsibilities to assume them with serious commitment, without
giving in to the temptations of laxity and misunderstood goodness which
allows everything and closes its eyes to any deviation. It is not possible
to exercise the office of government in a naïve and uncritical way, least
of all today. One must prepare oneself and have as a constant point of
reference the study of canon law, of our Constitutions, of the determinations of the General and Provincial Chapters. We are not superiors to do
what seems good to us or to allow others to do what they want, but to
govern, that is, to follow a determined course, chosen and approved by
the community. In a world where centrifugal forces prevail and the ego
is put at the center, it is necessary for the superior to use the tools available to him to counteract these tendencies and build or rebuild a common
fabric. This can certainly be done through pastoral work of sensitization
and formation, but it will remain ineffective if, at the moment when action is needed, words are not confirmed by deeds.
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The second and final consideration concerns the ability to have a
broad, potentially universal vision of the Teresian Carmel. In this we
would connect ourselves, among other things, to our origins. If we look
back over the first twenty years of the 17th century, we are admired for
the breadth of vision of the Fathers of the Italian Congregation, open to
the whole world. There was no geographical or cultural distance that they
did not feel ready to face, despite the limited means at their disposal. And
they did not do so superficially or with facile enthusiasm, but invented
the “seminaries for the missions,” an avant-garde initiative that served as
a model for the entire Church. They were not friars who were closed in
on themselves and concerned with defending their own tranquil lifestyle:
they were men of the Church founded on the solid rock of contemplation
and inhabited by a profound passion for God and for all humanity.
As you can see, I am not talking about dreams, but about things that
have already happened in our Order and have laid its foundations. We
must continue to build on them and we can do so because the Spirit given
to our fathers is the same Spirit that has been given to us. It is with this
past that we must reckon if we are to have a future worthy of our vocation.
***

ACTIVITIES OF THE GENERAL DEFINITORY 2015-2021
I. WHAT HAWE WE DONE IN THIS SIX YEARS?
Extraordinary Definitories
 Ariccia (Rom9): august 29 – september 6, 2017
 Old Goa (India): february 4-11, 2019
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Rereading of the Constitutions
 June 10, 2015: appointment of the Commission for the rereading
of the OCD Constitutions
 October 2015 – june 2018: 12 Study guides prepared by the
Commission
 August 27 – september 4, 2018: last meeting of the Commission
Declaration on the charism
 February 2019: decision of the Extraordinary Definitory in Old
Goa to write a Declaration on the charism
 September 2019: preparation and sending of a first draft (to be
discussed in the Provinces and Provincial Chapters of 2020)
 October-november 2019: regional meetings on the Declaration
with young religious
 October 2020: evaluation of the contributions from the Chapters
and drafting of a second draft
 December 2020: the General Definitory approves the second
draft
 March 2021: sending the second draft to the Provincials
Revision of the Norms
 February 2019: decision of the Extraordinary Definitory in Old
Goa to proceed with the revision of the Norms
 September 2019: meeting of the Norms Review Commission
 April 2020: evaluation of the Commission’s work and drafting
of the revision proposal
 June 2020: the General Definitory approves the proposal for revision
 June 2021: sending the revised Norms to the Chapter members
Renewal of the Curia
A) Spaces: archives, library, definitory room, postulation and bursar
rooms, electrical system, photovoltaic system (in progress)
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B) Staff:
 Superior of the house: a Definitor (2015)
 Secretary General and Archivist (2015)
 General Bursar (2017)
 General Postulator (2021)
 Secretary for missionary cooperation (2015)
 Secretary for Information (2015, 2021)
 Webmaster (2019)
 Assistant to the Secretary General and Secretary for Statistics, in
charge of the library (2021)
Website and communications
 We changed the site once (2016) and this year another restyling
was implemented.
 Archive and postulation sites (2016)
 Carmelite digital portal project (ongoing)
Pastoral visitations
Change in the procedure of pastoral visitations:
 Approval of the decisions by the General Definitory
 Report of the circumscription one year after the visitation
Changes in the juridical status of some circumscriptions
 Transfer to the Commissariat (Congo)
 Transfer to the Semiprovinces (Flanders, Germany, Malta, Napoli, Oklahoma)
Regularization of extraterritorial presences
Individual presences, new foundations, taking charge of houses erected
belonging to other Provinces
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Second novitiate at the European level and greater collaboration in
formation in Latin America
Increase of the teaching staff of the Teresianum
Implementation of the new legislation of Vultum Dei quaerere and
Cor Orans for the nuns
Mission Fund and Monastery Fund

Collaboration O.Carm. – O.C.D.
 Triennial meetings of the two General Councils:
Haifa-Stella Maris: november 27 – 2 december 2, 2016 (on the theme:
Consecrated life and the local Church)
Dublino – Gort Muire: may 27-31, 2019 (on the theme: Baptized and
sent: the mission of the Church)
 Letters from the Superiors General O.Carm. – O.C.D.:
May he be blessed forever, because he has waited so long for me, june
11, 2016, on the occasion of the Jubilee of Mercy
The patronage of St. Joseph on Carmel, decembrer 8, 2020

II. WHAT WE WANTED AND WE WERE NOT ABLE TO DO?
1. Renewal of the chapel of the Generalate
2. Missal ocd and proper to the liturgy of the hours after the approval
of the liturgical calendar
3. One year of formation after solemn profession (and presbyteral ordination)
4. Formation program for nuns
5. Have a canonist at the service of the generalate
6. Works in Wadi-es-Siah and Kikar Paris in Haifa
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AUDIENCE GRANTED BY
HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS
TO THE PARTICIPANTS
IN THE OCD GENERAL CHAPTER
Roma, 11 September 2021 – Clementine Hall

Father General’s Address to Pope Francis

Dear Holy Father Pope Francis:
It’s a great joy for us to be able to greet you this Saturday morning.
Here you have the entire General Chapter of the Discalced Carmelites, sons of St. Teresa of Jesus, of St. John of the Cross, and so many
Carmelite saints who are faithful sons and daughters of the Church, as
we decidedly want to be as well.
We represent some 4,000 of our brothers from all over the world,
and we also bring here our Discalced Carmelite nuns, the Secular Carmelites, and all the great big family of the Teresian Carmel. We come to
ask for a blessing and a confirmation of our way, to enliven our dedication, and to be Carmel on the way forward. We would like to be the Carmelites that the Church and the world ask us to be.
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The Carmelite saints knew how to live intensely in the present moment. They fell in love with God and let him be the protagonist of their
lives: with fearless faith, courageous humility, fraternal joy, and daring
trust. Teresa said: “the world is in flames” (Way 1:5), and she wanted to
bring to bear what little she could: “the little that was in my power” (Way
1:2).
The essence of Carmel is “silent love” (John of the Cross, Letter
8), selfless dedication, and creative trust. You stated it, Holy Father, by
quoting Edith Stein: “The greatest figures of prophecy and sanctity step
forth out of the darkest night...” (Gaudete et Exultate 8). History’s decisive persons do not appear in history books or newspapers. For this reason, we want to cultivate a contemplation that doesn’t distance us from
real life, but rather immerses us more deeply in it and brings us closer to
the wounds of today’s men and women so that we can heal them with the
tenderness we have learned from our friendship with Jesus, which is
prayer.
Carmel’s finest chapters have been written in the most difficult
moments: the Interior Castle of Saint Teresa; the Spiritual Canticle of
Saint John of the Cross in the prison of Toledo, the offering to the merciful love of Saint Therese (to whom we know you are so devoted), the
dedication of Edith Stein in the concentration camp, the passionate love
of Teresa of the Andes and Maria Felicia of the Blessed Sacrament,
Chiquitunga...
Holy Father, with my brothers and sisters I want to risk my life,
not waiting for tomorrow, without fear of being wounded, like knights
without pay, as Teresa said (Life 15, 11), helping Jesus to carry the cross,
helping the Pope to carry the cross, by our obedience and service, without
backing down, eager to know and love Jesus more and more to make him
known and loved, as Therese of Lisieux used to say.
Mary is at the heart of a Carmelite’s life. The scapular is the presence of Mary. We want to live stripped of ourselves and clothed in Mary.
Under her white mantle, we put the life of the Pope, dear Holy Father.
Next to her, Joseph, who is also very dear to us Carmelites. I take this
opportunity to thank you very much, on behalf of my sisters and brothers,
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for the letter you wrote about St. Joseph, ‘Patris Corde’. In the school of
Teresa, we ask him to teach us to be fathers, to know how to be sons and
brothers. We feel protected by Mary and Joseph, and that is our confidence.
And now, Holy Father, I allow myself, with Teresian audacity, to
ask you an important question: What do you want from us? What does
our dear Pope Francis desire from the Discalced Carmelites today?
On behalf of all my brothers and sisters, we thank you from the
bottom of our hearts. Holy Father, at every moment you will not be without our prayers and affection. Thank you for receiving us.
Fray Miguel Márquez de María

Address of His Holiness Pope Francis
Dear brothers,
I am pleased to welcome you, gathered for the General Chapter from
different regions of the world, as representatives of the approximately
four thousand brothers who form part of your Order. My greeting is also
extended to them, as well as to the Discalced Carmelite nuns and all the
members of the Carmelite family, who are following your work in prayer
during these days. I thank the new Prior General for his words, and the
outgoing Prior General for his service. Thank you.
You began the Chapter guided by three very significant biblical
texts. First: listen to what the Spirit says (cf. Rev 2:7); second: discern
the signs of the times (cf. Mt 16:3); third: become witnesses unto the
ends of the earth (cf. Acts 1:8).
Listening is the fundamental attitude of the disciple, of those who
place themselves in the school of Jesus and want to respond to what He
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asks of us in this time that is difficult but always beautiful, because it is
God’s time. Listening to the Spirit, in order to be able to discern what
comes from the Lord and what is contrary to Him and, in this way, to
respond, starting from the Gospel, to respond to the signs of the times
through which the Lord of history speaks to us and reveals Himself. Listening and discernment, in view of the witness, of the mission carried out
by the proclamation of the Gospel, both with words and, above all, with
the example of life.
In this time, in which the pandemic has confronted us all with so
many questions and which has seen the collapse of so many certainties,
you are called, as children of Saint Teresa, to safeguard your fidelity to
the perennial elements of your charism. This crisis, if it has anything
good —and it certainly does— is precisely to bring us back to the essential, not to live distracted by false certainties. This is also a favourable
context in which to examine the state of health of your Order and nurture
the flame of your origins.
At times there are those who wonder what the future of consecrated
life is; and some prophets of doom say that its future is short, that consecrated life is coming to an end. But, dear brothers and sisters, these pessimistic views are destined to be disproved, as are those about the Church
herself, because the consecrated life is an integral part of the Church, of
her eschatological character, of her evangelical genuineness. The consecrated life is part of the Church just as Jesus wanted it to be, and as the
Spirit continually generates it. Therefore, the temptation to worry about
surviving, rather than living to the full by welcoming the grace of the
present, even with the risks it entails, must be removed.
In the school of Christ, it is a question of being faithful to the present
and at the same time free and open to the horizon of God, immersed in
His mystery of love. The Carmelite life is a contemplative life. This is
the gift that the Spirit has given to the Church with Saint Theresa of Jesus
and Saint John of the Cross, and then with the Carmelite saints: they are
many of them. Faithful to this gift, Carmelite life is a response to the
thirst of contemporary humanity, which deep down is thirsting for God,
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thirsting for the eternal: contemporary humanity often does not understand this, and looks for it everywhere. Carmelite life is sheltered from
psychologism, spiritualism, or false novelties that conceal a spirit of
worldliness. You know well the temptation of psychologism, spiritualism and worldly novelties: the spirit of worldliness. And here I ask you,
please: beware of spiritual worldliness, which is the worst evil that can
happen to the Church. When I read this in the last pages of Father de
Lubac’s meditation on the Church —read the last four pages— I couldn’t
believe it: but how is it, I was still in Buenos Aires, how is it that this
happens? What is this spiritual worldliness? It is very subtle, it is very
subtle: it enters and we do not notice it. The text quotes a Benedictine
spiritual father: de Lubac takes that text and says: “It is the worst of the
evils to beset the Church, indeed, worse than that at the time of the concubine Popes”. I also said this to the Claretians the other day: one can
see that L’Osservatore Romano was frightened by this text, which is not
mine, it is de Lubac’s, and put, “worse than the concubine fathers”: it
was afraid of the truth. I hope L’Osservatore will correct it well.
Spiritual worldliness is terrible, it gets inside you. It is in the Gospel,
as Jesus said, when he speaks of “educated demons”, of “educated devils”, because Jesus says this: when the unclean spirit has been driven out
of a person’s soul he begins to wander around deserted places and then
“he gets bored”, “he has nothing to do”, and he says: “I will come back
and see what my house was like”. He comes back and sees that everything is clean, everything is in order and, Jesus says, “He goes and takes
seven devils worse than himself and enters. And the end of that man is
worse than the beginning”. But how do these seven devils enter? Not like
thieves, no: they ring the bell, say good morning and enter little by little,
they go in little by little and you don’t notice that they have taken possession of your house. This is the spirit of worldliness. It enters little by
little, it enters even in prayer, it gets in. Be careful of this. It is the worst
evil that can happen to the Church and, if you don’t believe me, read the
last four pages of Father de Lubac’s Meditation on the Church. Beware
of spiritual worldliness.
Let us remember that evangelical fidelity is not stability of place,
but stability of heart; that it does not consist in refusing change, but in
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making the necessary changes to meet what the Lord asks of us, here and
now. And so fidelity demands a steadfast commitment to the values of
the Gospel and to one’s own charism, and the renunciation of that which
prevents one from giving the best of oneself to the Lord and to others.
From this perspective, I encourage you to maintain the link between
friendship with God, fraternal life in community, and mission, as we read
in the preparatory documents for your Chapter. Friendship with the Lord
is, for Saint Teresa, living in communion with Him; it is not just praying,
but making a prayer of life; it is walking —as your Rule says— “in obsequio Iesu Christi”, and doing so in joy. Another thing I would like to
stress: joy. It is ugly to see consecrated men and women with a long face.
It is ugly, it is ugly. Joy must come from within: that joy that is peace, an
expression of friendship. Another thing I put in the Exhortation on holiness: a sense of humour. Please do not lose your sense of humour. In
Gaudete et exsultate I have included, in that chapter, a prayer by Saint
Thomas More asking for a sense of humour. Recite it, it will do you good.
Always with that joy of the humble, who accept the normal, everyday
things of life, so as to live in joy. With this in mind, I encourage you to
keep friendship with God, fraternal life in community and the mission
connected, as I have said.
Friendship with God ripens in silence, in recollection, in listening to
the Word of God; it is a flame that must be nurtured and protected day
by day.
The warmth of this inner fire also helps to practise fraternal life in
community. It is not an accessory element, but rather a substantial one.
You are reminded of this by your very name: “barefoot brothers”. Rooted
in your relationship with God, the Trinity of Love, you are called to cultivate relationships in the Spirit, in a healthy tension between being alone
and being with others, against the tide of individualism and the standardisation of the world. Individualism and standardization. Community life.
Saint Mother Teresa exhorts us to the “style of fraternity”, “el estilo de
hermandad”. It is an art that is learned day by day: to be a family united
in Christ, “barefoot brothers of Mary”, taking the Holy Family of Naza-
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reth and the apostolic community as models. The holy Family of Nazareth: thank you for mentioning Saint Joseph, do not forget him! One of
you once gave me an image of Saint Joseph with a prayer, a humble
prayer that says: “Accept me, as I accepted Jesus”. It is a beautiful prayer,
that I pray every day. It asks Saint Joseph to accept us and to help us
progress in the spiritual life, to be our spiritual father, as he was a father
to Jesus and to the Holy Family.
Starting from friendship with God and fraternal style of life, you are
also called to rethink your mission, with creativity and decisive apostolic
zeal, paying great attention to today’s world. I would like to insist on
what I have already mentioned above: this renewal of your mission is
inseparably linked to fidelity to the contemplative vocation: you will find
out how to do it, but it is linked. You must not imitate the mission of
other charisms, but be faithful to your own, to give to the world what the
Lord has given you for the good of all, that is, the living water of contemplation. Contemplation is not an escape from reality, enclosure in a
protected oasis, but an opening of the heart and life to the power that
truly transforms the world, that is, God’s love. It was in prolonged solitary prayer that Jesus received the impetus to “break” his life every day
among the people. And so do the saints: the generosity and courage of
their apostolate are the fruit of their profound union with God.
Dear brothers, harmony between these three elements: friendship
with God, fraternal life, and mission, is a fascinating goal, capable of
motivating your present and future choices. May the Holy Spirit —it is
He who creates harmony —enlighten and guide your steps on this path.
May the Holy Virgin keep you and accompany you. I bless you from the
bottom of my heart. And remember, do not forget to pray for me —I need
it. Thank you!
(Bulletin of the Holy See Press Office, 11 September 2021)
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Declaration on the Carmelite-Teresian Charism
Approved by the OCD General Chapter 2021

Introduction [C (= Constitutions OCD) 1, 14]1
The Teresian Carmel, founded by St. Teresa of Jesus in the wake of
the ancient religious family of Carmel, has a long and fruitful history.
Over time it has spread throughout the world and has taken on different
forms and styles, incarnating itself in a multiplicity of cultures and flourishing in multiple figures of holiness. The diversity present in today’s
reality of the Order in terms of origin, culture, formation, sensitivity, and
activities leads us to give thanks for the fruitfulness of our charism, but
at the same time, asks us to foster fidelity to the perennial elements of
the charism and the unity of our family, drawing on the common spirit
that constitutes us as one body.
Today we feel a pressing challenge to embrace the richness of the
charism that has been given to us and to continue to update it so that it
may acquire new vitality and remain ever current. The charism that Teresa of Jesus received, lived, and transmitted is a dynamic reality that
develops and expresses itself in ever new forms. Originating from pro-

1

Abbreviations of the Works of St. Teresa of Jesus: F: Foundations; L: Life; M:
The Mansions (Interior Castle); W: Way of Perfection (Valladolid).
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phetic and Marian roots, the Teresian charism has been enriched and developed over the centuries thanks to the principal saints of our Order. In
addition to St. John of the Cross who, with St. Teresa, represents the initial and founding moment of the Reformation, think of St. Thérèse of
the Child Jesus, Doctor of the Church along with the two Spanish mystics, who traced the path of spiritual childhood; Saint Elizabeth of the
Trinity, who bore witness to the unique and intimate experience of the
mystery of the Trinity; Saint Raphael of Saint Joseph (Kalinowski), promoter of the unity of the Church; Saint Teresa Benedicta of the Cross,
who united her profound love for the truth with the offering of her life in
the death camps. In the same way, the richness of the Carmelite charism
is entrusted to us, both at the personal level and at the level of our communities.
We must “always begin” anew (F 29:32), in order to be a “foundation for those who will come” (F 4:6) without remaining prisoners of a
glorious past now gone and without letting the grace of the present moment pass in which we are called to work concretely to build the Carmel
that our time needs.
The Second Vatican Council explicitly called for the initiation of an
adequate renewal (accommodata renovatio) of religious life and, shortly
thereafter, Paul VI clarified that this process must remain constantly in
progress: “Adequate renewal, moreover, cannot be accomplished once
and for all, but must be carried out continuously in a certain sense,
through the fervor of the members and the concern of the chapters and
superiors.” (Ecclesiae Sanctae II,19).
The post-conciliar drafting of the new Constitutions and Applicative
Norms was a fundamental stage in the renewal called for by the Council.
However, the rapid and profound evolution that is taking place in society
and cultures, as well as within the Order, requires ongoing discernment
to respond in a charismatic and always updated way to today’s reality.
Following the indications of the Church, we are urged to revive the desire
and the practice of constant renewal —as requested by the Second Vati-
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can Council—, an essential condition for incarnated fidelity to our charism. The updating required by the Council is not concluded because it
can never end.
In the journey of conformation to what we have been called to, we
also have a sure model in “our glorious father St. Joseph”. Our vocation
begins with the generous gift of self, but the summit is the maturation of
the gift of fatherhood. Of this, the heart of Saint Joseph, father of Jesus,
whose full and happy fatherhood consisted in the total gift of self, is a
luminous model (cf. Pope Francis, Patris corde, 7). To such a father,
along with Saint Teresa of Jesus and the saints of Carmel, we entrust
ourselves in the reading and application of this document.

I. Responding to a Call
1. The experience of vocation [C 15b, 104]
Each one of us recognizes a personal call from God at the origin of
our journey of religious and Carmelite life. It was not our own decision
that led us to Carmel, but a free divine choice which each of us experienced in his or her own way. We are aware that the call and response are
the work of the Spirit: the Spirit of the Risen Lord, that we received in
Baptism, who calls and who animates the freedom of the person who
responds.
2. The path towards identity
The free personal response with which we consent to the call becomes the beginning of a path of discernment, acceptance, and progressive assimilation of the charismatic identity. This identification will grow
and mature in a process that will last a lifetime.
3. The ever-present call [C Epilogue]
In our concern for the future, we must not lose sight of the experience of our call which is the solid foundation on which our existence
rests. We do not know what the future of the Order will be, much less of
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that portion to which we belong. Nor do we know what form consecrated
life will take or what changes the ecclesial institutions that we consider
unchangeable will undergo. But this is not what we need to worry about;
rather, we need to take concrete steps in the light of the experience we
hold in our hearts from which our life and our spiritual identity have
sprung and continue to spring. Everything can be taken away from us,
but not this “hidden source” that nourishes our hope.

II. Charism and Formation
4. An identity in formation
We cannot separate the discourse on formation from the discourse
on identity. In fact, charismatic identity exists only as identity-in-formation, that is, as a process of personal and communal identification.
Formation exists only in function of an identity to be recognized and developed.
5. The Teresian reform as a path of formation [C 5, 9]
Teresa’s reform was first and foremost a journey of formation to relearn to live the Carmelite vocation based on a new experience of union
with God. Her writings, particularly the Way of Perfection, were born as
instruments of formation for a certain way of living our relationship with
God, with ourselves, and with our companions on the journey. Similarly,
the return to the sources of the charism called for by the Second Vatican
Council should also be undertaken with a view to a re-formation, to relearning to live religious life as Teresa of Jesus and John of the Cross
taught us. In fact, we must recognize that despite the path taken by the
Order since the Council, especially in terms of theoretical reflection, we
are still searching for a form of life that is fully faithful to Teresa’s original intuitions and adequate to the times and places in which we live.
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6. Integral formation [C 108]
The response to our call introduces us to an experience of life that
has its own specific characteristics and has already been developed,
lived, and transmitted by other persons who make up the religious family
of the Teresian Carmel. For those who are called, a path of assimilation
and human, evangelical, spiritual, and intellectual maturation opens up.
The future of our vocation depends on this commitment and each one, in
responding to the call, assumes personal responsibility for working on
his or her own formation.
7. The community as space for formation [C 109]
A good formation can never be the task of an individual alone, but
of a cohesive community with a specific style of fraternity, committed to
“freeing each other from illusion” (L 16:7). The concrete identity of a
group can be recognized precisely in the quality of its collective work of
formation regarding itself, as well as to new members. Living in community day after day “forms” us, that is, it accustoms us to thinking,
judging and acting in one way rather than another.
8. Every community is formative [C 129]
Formation is not only relegated to houses of initial formation. All
our communities are called to be formative structures, capable of stimulating and accompanying the development of persons and giving them a
new identity. Every community must be a reality that encourages people
to grow, to become more mature, more prayerful, more fraternal, more
loving of God, and more concerned for the good of his people. Certainly,
there are no ideal or perfect communities, but a religious community exists only insofar as it is in search of and on the way to the fullness of its
Carmelite vocation. If it loses sight of this goal, it will inevitably turn
into something else.
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9. Always in formation [C 126]
It is a question, therefore, of knowing that we are inhabited by a
dynamic identity which grows and develops. Once it has been assumed,
it is constantly safeguarded and updated as a response to changes in the
context in which we live and to the signs of the times. The whole life of
a Carmelite becomes a journey without rest, knowing that when we do
not move forward, we remain stationary, and that whoever does not increase, decreases (cf. 7M 4:9). Above all, we are invited to live in an
attitude of constant willingness to learn and grow with a true docibilitas
which opens us to permanent updating. This applies to individuals, to
each community, and to the entire Order. In this formation process, the
progressive integration of the vows into our Carmelite religious life becomes fundamental. The vows are not an acquired and static state of life,
but values to be assimilated and cultivated day by day. In this way, the
lived experience of the vows contributes decisively to the process of ongoing formation.
10. Intellectual preparation [C 90, 101, 125]
In addition to the experience of God in prayer, a fundamental dimension of formation, of which Saint Teresa was well aware, is the serious and in-depth study of theology and spirituality, as well as of those
human sciences which help us to know ourselves better and the world in
which we live. To be able to offer qualified service to the Church and to
humanity, none of us can do without an accurate and always up-to-date
preparation. The Order needs to intensify research and study, especially
on our Saints, in dialogue with contemporary thought. Only in this way
will we be able to continue to present in a meaningful way the richness
of the spirituality of the Teresian Carmel.
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III. Charism and the Teresian Vision of the Human Person
11. The Carmelite way of being human and Christian
Being a Discalced Carmelite is a concrete way of living the human
condition and Christian identity. The Teresian charism contains an anthropology, a particular vision of what it means to be a man or woman,
which is no different from that proposed by the Gospel, seen from a specific perspective. We are convinced that the Teresian vision of the human
person demonstrates its relevance in the face of humanity’s search for
meaning and happiness today.
12. True human dignity [C 10]
In our cultural context, the anthropological proposal of Teresa of
Jesus, based upon her personal experience of the extraordinary dignity of
the human person, is enlightening: “I don’t find anything comparable to
the magnificent beauty of a soul and its marvelous capacity.” (1M 1:1).
Human dignity depends neither on physical beauty nor on social prestige,
based on wealth, power, or aristocratic origin. All this is part of the
“negra honra”, one of the idols of her time to which Teresa refused to
pay homage. The incomparable greatness of the human person derives
from the fact that we were created by God and chosen by him as his
dwelling place.
13. Inhabited Interiority
The intuition of Teresa of Jesus, which is the foundation of the Teresian charism, is that the answer to the deepest desires and needs of the
human heart is found within us, in the “inner castle” of the soul, in our
interiority, which is inhabited by the Triune God himself. In this respect,
there is great similarity with Sacred Scripture, that proclaimes: “Do you
not know that you are God’s temple and that the Spirit of God dwells in
you?” (1 Cor 3:16), and again, “If you love me, you will keep my word,
and my Father will love you and we will come to you and make our
dwelling in you.” (Jn 14:23).
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14. Entering into oneself [C 63]
Unfortunately, it is possible, and even frequent, to spend one’s life
outside oneself in externality, appearance, and superficiality: “For there
are many souls who are in the outer courtyards, and don’t care at all about
entering into the castle, nor do they know what lies within that most precious place, nor who is within, nor even how many rooms it has.” (1M
1:5). We must return to ourselves to discover the riches that lie within
us, first and foremost the guest who dwells with us, the otherness from
which we come and towards which we are going. Returning to ourselves
means learning to listen to the inner dialogue that takes place within us,
the fundamental relationship on which our being is grounded. It is by
seeing ourselves in him that it is possible to enter fearlessly into ourselves
and face the darkness, wounds, and conflicts that are part of our identity.
“Well now, it is foolish to think that we will enter heaven without entering into ourselves, coming to know ourselves, reflecting on our misery
and what we owe God, and begging Him often for mercy.” (2M 11).
15. Living and Witnessing to the New Man
We Discalced Carmelites have the responsibility and the obligation
to show humanity this treasure that has been transmitted to us and that
we have received. However, to be able to do this, we must first have a
profound experience of our interiority and union with God who transforms us into the image of Christ, the new man (cf. 2 Cor 3:18). An authentic experience of God present within us leads us to recognize the
presence of his Spirit in the situations of the world and calls us to go out
of ourselves to recognize the signs of God in history.
16. Living in Relationship
What, therefore, do we need to relearn in the school of Teresa of
Jesus, John of the Cross and the other Carmelite masters? In a few words,
we could say: We must learn to “be in relationship,” a relationship with
God, with ourselves, with others, with the Church and with the world. In
fact, relationship is the weakest link in our way of life today. The culture
that surrounds us and the lifestyle it produces tends to focus on the ego
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and to exclude relationships insofar as they are a potentially destabilizing
element, the bearer of unforeseen novelties, uncontrollable and impossible to integrate into a system. In fact, it is precisely in relationships that
the enduring mystery of the human person dwells.
17. Divine initiative
The central element of the Teresian experience is relationship with
God. It is first and foremost relationship that God desires to establish
with each one of us, making us sharers in Trinitarian life and relationships. For Teresa and John, the first and decisive step in the development
of a relationship with God is “to become aware” (Canticle B 1:1; cf. also
W 6:3) of who the revealed God is, of his presence and of his working
within us. This is not a matter of “knowing” on an intellectual level, but
of an experiential knowledge that transforms our way of being in the
world.
18. The God revealed in Jesus Christ
This lofty and sublime reality comes close to us. It is experienced in
the person of Jesus Christ, God the Son made man. In his humanity, he
is the way that leads us to the knowledge of the Father (cf. Jn 14:6). The
Teresian Carmel exists as a response to the discovery of Christ who is
the way to the truth, beauty, and goodness of the mystery of communion
between God and humanity and reflected in the communion of life within
the Trinity. Teresa does not speak only of an article of faith, but of what
she has heard, seen and contemplated (cf. 1 Jn 1:1), of an experience that
has radically changed her, becoming the center of her existence and the
light that guides her path. The force that attracts and draws Teresa is
God’s love revealed in Jesus Christ. “He loved me and gave himself up
for me.” (Gal 2:20). Teresa is literally conquered by the “for me” inscribed in the whole being and activity of Jesus Christ. From him “all
good blessings have come” to her (L 22:4) and for this reason her human
and spiritual growth can only develop as a deepening of her relationship
with him, as a penetration into the “depth” of his truth which is unfolding
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as the truth of God in his Trinitarian life, as the truth of the Church in
need of reform, as the truth of the world awaiting salvation.
19. “In obsequio Iesu Christi” [C 3a, 15a]
The Carmelite Rule reminds us that the purpose of every form of
religious life is “in obsequio Iesu Christi vivere,” to live in allegiance to
Jesus Christ. This formula is rooted in a Pauline text in which the apostle
expresses his desire and his efforts to bring all men “to the obedience of
Christ” (2Cor 10:5), that is, to a relationship of faith-filled obedience to
Christ. The term used by Paul indicates an attitude of docile listening,
which becomes total availability to him who offer us salvation and the
love of God. Obsequium is joyful submission to Christ through faith.
Paul himself lived his relationship with Christ as full communion with
him: “I live, no longer I, but Christ lives in me.” (Gal 2:20). This is actually the invitation and call addressed to all Christians: “God is faithful,
and by him you were called to fellowship with his Son, Jesus Christ our
Lord.” (1 Cor 1:9).
20. The intimate relationship with God [C 15c, 53-55]
Teresa of Jesus, starting from her story of Carmelite life, and even
more from her own intimate and spousal experience with Christ, translates the obsequium Iesu Christi in friendship with the Beloved. God is
the one who dwells in the interior castle of the human person, and from
there, from within, he makes his voice heard, offers his love and awaits
a loving response. The Teresian charism consists essentially in a profound experience of relationship, which has at the same time the characteristics of friendship and love. It is an experience of friendship, which
aspires to be perfect in its confidence and reciprocity. “It is a very important thing always to have a conscience so pure that nothing hinders
you from asking our Lord for the perfect friendship the bride asks for.”
(Meditations on Song of Songs, 2:21). We are created for love and destined to love, and for Saint Teresa friendship is nothing other than the
fullness of a loving relationship with God and with others: “But we
should grieve and be very sorry that through our own fault we do not
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reach this excellent friendship and that we are happy with little.” (Meditation on Song of Songs, 2:16), and it is an experience of love, which can
be defined as spousal, because it leads the soul towards intimate union
with God through a progressive journey of purification and recollection:
“From this day forward you will be my bride. Until now you have not
deserved it; from now on you will take care of my honor, not only because I am your Creator, your King, and your God, but also because you
are my true spouse: my honor is now yours, and yours is mine” (Relations 35). “Perhaps this is what St. Paul means in saying He that is joined
or united to the Lord becomes one spirit with Him, and is referring to this
sovereign marriage, presupposing that His Majesty has brought the soul
to it through union.” (7M 2:5).

IV. Essential Elements of the Charism
IV.A. The Life of Prayer
21. An experience of love [C 15a, 49, 55]
From this fundamental reality, which is friendship with God, many
essential elements of the Teresian experience and proposal take on meaning: attention to interiority, contemplation, unceasing prayer. The content
of prayer is a personal encounter with the living God. On the path of
prayer everything depends on love: “The important thing is not to think
much but to love much, and so do that which best stirs you to love.” (4M
1:7; cf. L 8:5.9; W 21,1). It is a relationship of friendship, a reality of
theological life (faith, hope, love), which we recognize present in its fullness in the person of Mary, model of our vocation.
22. Seeking God and not oneself [C 54]
The search for inner peace, meditation as a way to personal serenity,
silence, and interiority, often without any religious content or reference,
is widespread in modern society. However, as good and positive as this
search may be, it should be emphasized that Carmelite (and Christian)
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prayer has an interpersonal character and is always an experience (or at
least a desire) of an encounter, a conversation, and a relationship. Prayer
cannot be limited to a search for inner peace, serenity or well-being, and
even less can it be a mere obligation to be observed.
23. Friendship with God as a permanent state [C 2, 15c, 66]
Our relationship with God is not an occasional experience, but must
become a permanent state, like any true friendship or love. We are called
to loving union with God, which marks the whole of life in all its dimensions and in all its moments. In our tradition, which goes back to the
prophet Elijah, we often speak of “living in the presence of God”. This
expression indicates the goal towards which we are striving, that our
whole life becomes prayer, remaining constantly before the face of God.
24. Listening to the Word [C 65]
Constant listening to the inner guest translates, among other things,
into attention to the Word of God. The Carmelite tradition emphasizes
the importance of the Word of God received, meditated upon and lived.
It is enough to recall the invitation of the Rule to “meditate day and night
on the law of the Lord” (Rule 10), and the testimony of all the Saints of
Carmel who recognize the voice of the Lord himself in Scripture and in
personal prayer.
25. The community that prays [C 56-61, 78]
The relationship with the Lord is lived not only in community, but
also as community, particularly in the celebration of the liturgy. Each
individual member needs the company of his or her brothers and sisters
in order to present himself or herself before the Lord as the Church which
says to her Bridegroom: “Come!” (Rev 22:17). A privileged expression
of the communal encounter with him is the concelebrated Eucharist. The
same is true of celebrating together the prayer of the Church in the Liturgy of the Hours and of practicing mental prayer together.
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26. Mental prayer [C 64]
To maintain a personal relationship with God and to be faithful to
the Teresian charism we cannot do so without mental prayer. For each
person and each community, it is essential to devote a specific time daily
to it, free from other occupations, as well as to have a suitable place for
this type of prayer. This is a fundamental requirement of our vocation
which is constantly reaffirmed and renewed, and of our mission in the
Church and the world.
27. Solitude and silence [C 68]
The need for solitude and silence in our contemplative vocation remains imperative, the need to “take time frequently to be alone with Him
whom we know loves us.” (L 8:5). It is necessary to have the experience
of the desert, allowing a large space to remain empty and a long time to
spend in silence so that the presence of God can occupy it. In the digital
age, it is not so much physical solitude that frightens us as being “disconnected,” not connected to that sort of anima mundi that has become
the virtual world of the internet and social networks. The absence of connection (and not of relationship) causes anguish, projects us backwards
in an inescapable confrontation with ourselves. In the silence of information, images and contacts, the emptiness of an unexplored, unfamiliar,
and yet our own interior region opens, and for this reason it is disturbing.
28. Detachment [C 25, 30, 33, 67]
One of the elements most emphasized in our tradition, beginning
with Teresa of Jesus and John of the Cross, is detachment which is absolutely necessary in order to become free and to be able to find our true
wealth in God alone and to experience that “God alone suffices.” Detachment must be above all interior, but also exterior. In a society oriented towards consumerism, even we religious are easily tempted to possess or use so many things and to always have new experiences. Without
a radical detachment and a sober lifestyle, it is not possible to live the
contemplative-community life: “prayer and comfortable living are incompatible.” (W 4:2).
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29. Passion for God
Our communion with the Lord gives meaning and vigor to our charismatic life. It must be cultivated and nourished every day so that the
flame of love is not extinguished, and life does not become gray and routine. Acedia is undoubtedly one of the dangers of our present situation,
often hidden under the guise of activism and multiple ever-changing interests. Only a renewed passion for God can protect us from such risks.
IV.B. Fraternity
30. Solitude and fraternity
There is a way of understanding and living the contemplative life
that is specifically Teresian. Friendship with God is personal, but in no
way individualistic. One cannot live it alone. For this reason, the Teresian charism has a strong community dimension. In Teresa’s experience
and teaching, the fraternity with its joys and labors is an indispensable
help in realizing our vocation as friends of God.
31. Hermits in community [C 11]
In fact, while Teresa remains faithful to the ancient tradition of Carmel, reaffirming the importance of certain dimensions of the eremitical
way of life (solitude, silence, detachment), she considers the experience
of living in community equally essential. The balance between these two
aspects of the contemplative life is fundamental to the Teresian Carmel,
as is the tension between them, which enriches and purifies each other.
Teresa wants her daughters to be “not only nuns, but hermits” (W 13:6),
“who rejoice solely in Christ, their Spouse” (L 36:29), and who look to
the model of the first generation of hermits of Mount Carmel (cf. F 29:33;
W 11:4; 5M 1:2). At the same time, she excludes a purely eremitical life
for her nuns. The “style of fraternity” practiced in her communities, especially at times of recreation, is such an important element of their lives
that Teresa wanted John of the Cross to know and learn it as well. (cf. F
13:5).
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32. Friends of God’s Friends
For Teresa, the relationship with people who are friends is a fundamental means of growing in one’s relationship with God, as she writes
in a passage of the Way of Perfection: “They will tell you that it is not
necessary, because it is enough to have God. But a good means to having
God is to speak with His friends, for one always gains very much from
this. I know through experience.” (W 7:4). From this perspective, it is
not possible to separate the relationship with God from the relationship
with God’s friends. Weakening the practice of relationship with our
brother or sister weakens our life of communion with God, just as the
loss or weakening of the eremitical dimension inevitably leads to a style
of human relationship that is more worldly than evangelical, more proper
to the flesh than to the Spirit.
33. A family around Jesus [C 15e, 73]
The mystical experience of the closeness of Jesus and of his concrete humanity awakens in Teresa the need to give life to a new community capable of welcoming his presence on the model of the family of
Nazareth (L 32:11), the house of Bethany (W 17:5) and of the apostolic
college (W 27:6). It is a matter of building a family whose way of being
and living is transformed by the presence of the Lord in their midst. Models of this life project are in a special way Mary and Joseph. The novelty
of this intuition took centuries to be truly understood and assimilated. At
the heart of it is not so much “regular observance” as a fabric of relationships with Jesus and with our brothers and sisters that transforms us and
brings us together in unity.
34. Brothers of Mary [C 47, 127]
The name which identifies us in the Church is “Discalced Brothers
of Mary”. We are “brothers,” and therefore fraternity is not an accessory
but a substantial element. The majority of friars are also priests, and our
service is largely ministerial. This can unconsciously lead to our identity
as friars and Discalced Carmelites being overshadowed, or only considered as a condition for priestly ordination. Eventual ordination must be
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integrated into our religious identity. In this way it enriches it but does
not replace it. We do not call ourselves “fathers”, that is, priests who live
in fraternity, but brothers, and “discalced” brothers, that is, without other
riches or resources to present to the world except that of our fraternity
that unites us to Mary and to each other. Like fraternity, our relationship
with Mary is not a particular aspect or devotion in Carmel but expresses
the essence of our vocation. There is a kind of mutual mirroring between
Mary and the community. On the one hand, Mary is the image and model
of the community, and on the other hand, the community is the image of
Mary.
35. Building community life [C 86]
For religious life in the Teresian Carmel, building community is essential. If we want to be Carmelites, we must, first of all, be part of the
same family. Strengthening community life is the condition for embarking on the contemplative journey of which Teresa speaks (W 4:4). Religious vows themselves acquire their full meaning in Carmel insofar as
they promote fraternal life, based on welcoming others, sharing goods,
and committing oneself to a common life purpose. We are a Teresian
community when we are not together to do something else, but because
being together for the love of Christ is a value in itself. Being a family is
not a means to an end: it is an end in itself. This should also be an important criterion for discerning a vocation to the Teresian Carmel.
36. Community and individuality [C 72-73]
Community is a gathering of different persons, each with his own
way of being and his individuality, not kept for himself but given to his
brothers and sisters. Unity is not uniformity; it does not level out differences but brings them together in a fruitful and enriching tension. It
would be very risky if the community were to ask each person to annul
or disguise everything that makes him or her unique and different from
others. It would be a community held together by law, not by love. In-
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stead, the Teresian community is called to be the place where each member can experience God’s mercy by welcoming his or her brothers and
sisters.
37. The community that helps one to grow [C 85, 137]
The community is the environment in which all encourage and correct each other to better respond to God’s love. Even before founding her
communities, Teresa, with the small group of people with whom she
shared her anxieties, wanted “to gather together some time to free each
other from illusion and to speak about how we might mend our ways and
please God more.” (L 16:7). This requires a person’s openness to fraternal relationships, in which the truth of our humanity, the level of maturity
and the need to grow are laid bare. It is a matter of opening ourselves to
the other with trust, of letting the other enter into our life and thus we
become brothers and sisters. For the community to become an authentic
place of personal growth, we must live humbly, walk in the truth, that is,
become transparent before our brothers and sisters, show ourselves as we
are, with our weaknesses and riches, and allow others to help us with
patient and respectful love, in order to know ourselves and become reconciled with ourselves.
38. The Teresian community as a response to individualism
The relationship with one’s own self, made up of recollection, listening, and a progressive deepening of consciousness, is the opposite of
the current “self-obsession,” in which ignorance of the truth of the person
corresponds to an obsessive preoccupation with one’s own image, one’s
own well-being and one’s own presumed self-realization. Opposite are
also the outcomes of these two different ways of relating to oneself: on
the one hand, openness to the community, on the other hand, locked in
individualism. The Teresian community is a serious response to the unbridled individualism of today’s society which leads to living in isolation
and causes growing dissatisfaction. We speak of the “monotheism of the
self” as a characteristic trait of our time, in which everyone asks, “Who
am I”? In the face of this, the Christian proposal would be to ask rather
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“for whom am I”, to which from a Carmelite perspective we can add
“with whom am I.”
39. Ecclesiology of communion [C 15e]
The Teresian community is, moreover, a privileged manifestation
of the ecclesiology of Vatican II, based on synodality and the spirituality
of communion. One of the tasks of the Carmelite charism today is to be
a sign for the Church of the importance of communion, of living truly as
the body of Christ, all united to him and to one another.
40. An organized community [C 37-38, 78-80]
Listening to the Word, inspired by the Spirit, leads to obedience to
God with a full acceptance of his will, which is then translated into communal obedience. The organized community with its norms of life and
the tasks assigned to each one is the concrete form of transcending one’s
selfishness and living daily life in openness before God. In the community, the common search for the will of God is carried out through such
means as obedience to superiors, community meetings, review of life,
fraternal correction, and recreation, all of which are to be recovered creatively in a manner appropriate to the sensibilities and conditions of our
time.
41. The role of the superior [C 39,143]
The community is made up of brothers, and therefore of persons
who are on the same level. It is a community of equals, but not a community without a leader. It needs a superior, a leader whose office is to
care for the unity of the body and the growth of each member. The task
of the superior is not simply to “coordinate” or “administer” the lives and
activities of the members of the community so that they unfold in an orderly fashion. His primary task is to be a builder of peace, weaver of
relationships, and animator of fraternal life. For this reason, it is fundamental that his relationship with everyone be one of love, in the spirit of
Teresa who told the prioresses: “She should strive to be loved so that she
may be obeyed.” (Constitutions 1567, 34 [XI,1]).
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42. Communities small but not too small [C 129]
In contrast to her earlier experience of a large number of nuns in the
monastery of the Incarnation, Teresa founded small communities. The
aim was to live a true fraternal life, a real friendship among the nuns: “In
this house all must be friends, all must be loved, all must be held dear,
and all must be helped.” (W 4:7). For this reason, she indicated a maximum number of members for her communities of nuns (which has fluctuated between thirteen and twenty-one). However, in the present situation of our communities of friars, we see the opposite tendency, namely,
an ever-decreasing number in the older provinces because of a decrease
in vocations, and in the younger provinces because the prevailing criterion is pastoral needs. Therefore, each community, ensuring a sufficient
number of members, must find adequate ways to express the essential
community dimension of the charism not only juridically but also in reality.
43. One Order with three branches [C 8, 11, 103]
The Teresian Carmel expands throughout history in multiple and
complementary forms of life. Its most natural and complete expression
is found in the three branches of the Order: the nuns, the friars, and the
seculars. All three live the same charism in different ways. The pluriform
reality of the Carmelite family —which is also composed of religious
and lay aggregated institutes— requires that we enter into a close relationship between nuns, friars and laity that makes their complementarity
fruitful. Sharing among the members of the three branches is a source of
mutual stimulation and new vitality. Moreover, the diversity of forms of
life within the Teresian Carmel makes it possible to distinguish and highlight the specific ways in which each group expresses the charism of
friendship with God: the nuns in unceasing prayer and evangelical selfdenial in the service of Christ and the Church, the friars in a mixed life
of prayer and apostolate, and the laity in the commitment to family life
and work.
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44. New relationships
A new way of relating and helping each other is needed among the
three groups of the Order. Without feelings or attitudes of superiority on
the part of anyone, each one should make available the riches of his or
her life and be ready to welcome the witness and teaching that comes
from the others to help one another in renewed fidelity to the vocation
received. We know and want to be brothers and sisters to one another,
equal in dignity and complementary in charism and mission.
IV.C. Mission
45. Called for mission [C 99]
A vocation always corresponds to a mission in salvation history.
The mission does not belong to the order of activities but is an integral
part of the identity of the one who is called. It is proper for the Carmelite
mission to manifest itself and to communicate itself to the world by entering into the number of the many charismatic identities that enrich the
Church.
The mission of our religious family is unique and unifying, intimately linked to the primacy of the search for union with God in prayer.
From this source radiates the apostolic and social work carried out by the
Order in many forms and in many nations of the world.
However, together with the pastoral work at the service of the local
Churches, up to the peripheries of the world passing through the poorest
missions, we are invited to a work of deepening our mission in relation
to the continuous changes that affect humanity.
46. The Mission of the Order [C 15d, 100]
The mission of Teresian Carmel in the Church is to live and bear
witness to our call to friendship with God. We are called to proclaim
what we have seen and heard (cf. 1 Jn 1:1-3), accompanying people on
the journey of their interior life, so that all may have the experience of
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feeling loved by the God who dwells within us and calls us to respond to
his love. Without this foundation of lived experience there can be no specific mission of the Teresian Carmel.
47. The apostolic dimension in the Teresian experience [C 6-7, 89]
The Carmelite charism has a definite apostolic, missionary, and service thrust. Teresa was moved by the situation of Christians in Europe,
as well as by the news about the indigenous population in America, and
she felt an irrepressible desire to respond to the great needs of the Church
with all her strength. She even experienced a strong apostolic impulse:
“I invoked our Lord, begging him to give me the means to do something
to win souls for his service.” (F 1:7).
48. Pleasing the Lord
Teresa’s apostolic desire always had a Christocentric orientation,
that is, the desire to “please the Lord in some way” and to help “this Lord
of mine as best I can.” (W 1:2). Teresa even said: “I aim for nothing else
but to please him” (L 25:19). The true friend always tries to do what
pleases his friend, collaborating with him in the same project. To enter
into friendship with God and to do it together with others in order to help
one another entails the unavoidable consequence to remain always at his
disposal: “Perhaps we do not know what love is. I wouldn’t be very surprised, because it doesn’t consist in great delight, but great determination
to please God in everything.” (4M 1:7) .
49. A life commitment [C 87-88, 128]
The mission for the Carmelite translates, first of all, into fidelity to
one’s own commitment to religious life in community: “To follow the
evangelical counsels as perfectly as I could and strive so that these few
persons who live here do the same” (W 1:2). Carmel, like any form of
religious life, is not to be measured by its usefulness or effectiveness.
Rather, we are called to be a visible sign of Christ and the Gospel (cf.
Lumen Gentium 44). It is not a matter of doing much, but of giving ourselves totally for the love of Christ. This requires moving from activism
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to service, from what pleases me to what serves the other. What counts,
then, is not the numbers but the quality of charismatic life and the witness
that comes with it.
50. The apostolic value of prayer [C 15d]
The witness of a contemplative life is our first and fundamental service to the Church and to humanity. Prayer itself has the power to transform the world and others. It does so in a hidden way without us even
realizing how it happens. Our daily prayer has an apostolic and ecclesial
intention, and not just a personal or private one, as so many examples
from the biblical tradition and the history of Carmel remind us.
51. The multifaceted ecclesial work [C 91-93, 98]
Our mission develops through the concrete work that Christ and the
Church need in every time and place. We are open to all the commitments
in which we can express, develop, and communicate our experience of
God, especially those that are requested of us by the local Church in
which we are inserted. There are many and varied ecclesial activities that
are compatible with our form of life, but not every way of carrying them
out is an adequate expression of our charism.
52. Ministry of spirituality [C 100-101]
In our pastoral service the desire to help others to experience a relationship with God occupies an eminent place. This is achieved, first of
all, through confession, spiritual direction, and through specific activities
such as initiation into prayer and the ministry of spirituality, but also by
giving a Carmelite stamp to any other ecclesial commitment we undertake. In this sense, a concrete way can be to welcome people into our
communities to share our life with them and to speak to them by example
and witness rather than with words.
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53. The mission ad gentes [C 94]
Explicit missionary activity has been strongly present in the life of
the Order throughout the centuries. The missionary spirit remains fundamental for us and must not wane. In today’s context, it must be extended
to the diverse realities of our world and must include the necessary reevangelization of regions that until recently were predominantly Christian and are no longer so. On the other hand, we know well that mission
is accomplished not so much by what we do, but by who we are; it is
essentially a matter of being rather than doing. It flows from our personal
encounter with Jesus Christ who calls us to be with him and to accompany him in his permanent mission in the world.
54. Attentive to today’s world [C 90]
If Teresa was particularly attentive to the reality of her time, we too,
called to live her charism today, are obliged to discern the needs of our
contemporaries. We cannot be insensitive to the countless needs and sufferings of contemporary humanity. We feel called to collaborate in the
Church’s evangelizing activity even in the simple, everyday ways characteristic of our lives. Our presence as Carmelites can also be significant
in areas relevant today such as the pastoral care of youth and the family,
ecumenical and interreligious dialogue, the struggle for justice and
peace, and ecological commitment.
55. Community discernment on mission [C 37]
Faced with the diversity of possible commitments and the many
needs of the Church and of humanity, and often also with the limited
personnel at our disposal, a good communal discernment of the commitments to be undertaken is more necessary than ever so that they may be
truly consonant with the charism God has entrusted to us and with what
the Church expects of us. John of the Cross asks, “What does it profit
you to give God one thing if he asks of you another?” (Sayings of Light
and Love, 73)
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56. The communal character of the apostolate [C 15e]
Each of us is called to participate in the mission of the Order by our
personal collaboration. The normal manifestation of our service to Christ
and the Church are the commitments which the community assumes and
carries out with the coordinated collaboration of its members. An individual friar may also undertake a personal assignment, suited to his gifts
and abilities, always with the community’s consent and carrying it out as
it’s member. In fact, the gifts of the Spirit that each one receives are always “for the common good” (cf. 1 Cor 12:7), knowing that we are
“Christ’s body and individually part of it.” (1 Cor 12:27).
57. The apostolate shared between friars-nuns-laity [C 102-103]
The first recipients of the apostolic dimension of our life is within
the same family of the Teresian Carmel. The apostolic commitment in its
multiple forms (prayer, witness, preaching, spiritual direction, teaching,
publications) is addressed first of all to the friars, the nuns, and the laity
of the Order. On the other hand, our family can more effectively express
its witness and carry out its apostolate through the active collaboration
of the members of the three branches, each according to its own form of
life.
IV.D. Unity of prayer-fraternity-mission [C 15b, d, e]
58. Three aspects of an indivisible reality
The three fundamental elements of the Teresian charism are prayer,
fraternity, and mission. However, what truly characterizes it is the fact
that all three are intrinsically linked and do not make sense independently
but call upon one another.
59. Three elements that nourish one another
In fact, one cannot live friendship with the Lord without a true fraternal relationship in community and without an apostolic commitment
as a response to God’s will. Community life has no meaning if Christ is
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not at the center and if it does not lead to witness and service to him and
his Church. Apostolic activity becomes a worldly occupation if it does
not spring from a loving relationship with God and is not lived as an
expression of commitment and communal discernment.
60. A harmony to be fostered
One of the great challenges for the present and future of the Order
is not only to increase and consolidate prayer, fraternity, and service in
daily life, but also to establish in practice a profound and coherent relationship between them.

V. Unity and diversity
61. A creative plurality and harmony [C 151]
In recent times, the Order has become universal and new and different ways of living the charism have developed, so that the charism is
gradually being inculturated and adapted to the variety of places and peoples. Different choices are made with regard to community relationships,
apostolic commitments, and prayer style. This reveals that the charism is
not a static and uniform reality; it manifests its multicultural beauty.
However, not all diversity is positive and enriching; it is only so when it
is harmonious and coherent, when it is well connected to the whole, because a tile detached from a mosaic makes no sense. One of the needs of
the present moment is to ensure that the plurality within the Order be
lived with “one heart and one soul” (Acts 4:32).
62. Charism and inculturation
The Gospel can be lived only in an inculturated way, that is, by incarnating it in a given socio-cultural environment. The same can be said
of the concrete form of Christian life that is the Teresian Carmel. In the
different regions of the world, our charism comes into contact with the
cultures of humanity. Charism and culture meet for a dialogue called to
become fruitful and enriching for both. Critical discernment will always
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be necessary to decide which elements of the traditions of different peoples are compatible with the life and identity of the Teresian Carmel.
63. Expansion of the Order
The first and fundamental condition for implanting Carmelite life in
a new region is to possess a true mastery of the charism obtained, not
only through theory and concept, but above all through personal assimilation and lived experience. Only by starting from a deep knowledge of
the Carmelite-Teresian ideal, and a personal identification with it, can it
be effectively transmitted. For the expansion of the Order, therefore, it is
necessary to focus rather on the quality of the charismatic life of the missionaries and on their attractive witness than on the fulfillment of external works, however useful they may be for social and human development. Furthermore, concerning the reception of possible vocations, it is
necessary to abandon concern for numerical growth and to ensure, first
of all, the candidates’ aptitude for our form of life and our ability to offer
them good discernment and accompaniment in the formation process.
64. Discernment regarding inculturation
A fundamental criterion for adequate inculturation is communion
with the Order. The adoption, in a particular region, of new lifestyles or
community practices, liturgical, pastoral, etc., must be decided upon
from communion with the Order, the values of the charism and an objective understanding of the cultural situation of the region, through prior
dialogue and discernment shared with other members of the Carmelite
family.
65. An Order formed by provinces [C 146]
The friars of our Order live in community. Communities are usually
grouped into provinces. According to the tradition from the beginning, a
province is made up of a sufficient number of communities and friars to
guarantee its autonomy in the areas of government, formation, and economic administration. To each province corresponds a delimited territory
with the purpose of fostering a relationship of knowledge, fraternity, and
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collaboration among the friars who form part of it, thus, a sense of family, as well as to facilitate its internal organization. Other types of minor
circumscriptions are possible, but usually for exceptional or temporary
situations.
66. Provinces in times of change [C 145]
In times of rapid change such as ours, the Order also experiences
new and changing situations. In some regions there is a great decrease in
the number of friars, while in others the growth is very rapid. These and
other phenomena require us to respond with timely and appropriate decisions that are the result of careful discernment in light of the charism.
Provincial and other structures must be adapted to the conditions of the
moment to continue to promote the essential values of the Order. The
fundamental criterion is not to maintain presences but to protect and revitalize the spiritual patrimony of the Teresian Carmel. In many cases it
will be necessary and positive to merge circumscriptions, to modify their
juridical status or territorial limits, and in any case, to increase interprovincial collaboration everywhere, starting with formation and vocational
promotion.
67. Provinces and territoriality [C 144]
In recent times, the presence of communities and friars of one province in the territory of another is increasing. Some provinces have communities in different regions of the world, in places very distant from one
another. This is a new practice for us, one that has traditionally been
characteristic of modern congregations of an apostolic type and with a
centralized structure. The necessary discernment regarding this reality
must take into account, on the one hand, the necessary flexibility to foster
missionary action and help among the provinces, and on the other, the
safeguarding of the essential aspects of the life of a province which must
not lose cohesion, a family spirit, and the possibility of relationships and
collaboration among its members.
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68. The sense of belonging to the Order [C 143]
All together we form the one family of the Teresian Carmel, expressed in provinces and communities. The sense of belonging to the Order must be nurtured and a deep communion fostered within it. Each one
must feel that the experiences and needs, the joys and sufferings of the
others are his own, and try to contribute with his commitment to prayer,
fraternity, and service for the good of all. Coordination and mutual aid at
all levels must be strengthened by promoting interprovincial collaborative initiatives, attention to the needs of the Order, mutual trust between
the various instances of local, provincial and general government, and
above all, by the availability of friars to the services that are required for
the good of the Order.

Conclusion: From Text to Action
The ultimate goal of this Declaration is not only to reformulate the
essential elements of our identity in light of the historical context in
which we live, but also to initiate paths that will allow us to move from
theory to experience, from words to deeds. Each circumscription of the
Order, as well as each community and each individual friar, will commit
themselves to pray and reflect, and then decide concrete ways to put into
practice the letter and spirit of this document to help each other to live as
Discalced Carmelites today. Provincial chapters will be the most appropriate place to evaluate and translate into decisions, suggestions, and proposals that arise from reading and meditating on the Declaration. In a
special way, the General Superior and the Definitory will be vigilant for
a fruitful practical application of this Declaration on the charism.
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Let us walk together, Lord!
Concluding Document
92nd General Chapter of the Order of Discalced Carmelites
Rome, 30 August - 14 September 2021

Forward
1. With this document we wish to offer to the Order the perspectives
on the path for the next sexennium which emerged from the General
Chapter in continuity with the work of the Order in recent decades. In
fact, since the document, Starting Afresh from the Essentials (2003), we
have been reflecting on how our charism can respond to the many demands of the current social and ecclesial context and on what can help
us to revitalize our Carmelite life.
“We are all in the same boat” Pope Francis reminded us in his prayer
in time of a pandemic on March 27, 2020,1 an experience that if it unites
us in the bewilderment and limitations of so many of our brothers and
sisters, it contains the “obscure” grace of making us aware that only in
the care and growth of communion among us lies the possibility of living
a good life even in such difficult times.2
We must walk; we cannot fail to do so, but the journey can no longer
be only of the individual or of small homogeneous groups: Let us walk
together, Lord! We can hope to move forward in the fulfillment of our
mission, especially in this very special time, by firmly renewing our reference to the Lord: our companion on the road, source of communion

1

https://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/homilies/2020/documents/papafrancesco_20200327_omelia-epidemia.html
2
Tiempos recios, Teresa would say (Life 33, 5).
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among us, our friend in whom we are friends among ourselves,3 the foundation of our lives. We will be able to do this in truth if we are truly
“together” above and beyond the many distinctions and distances that
still characterize us. This is what St. Teresa4 urges us to do today, and
John of the Cross tells us that the Word Son of God was given to us as
brother, companion and teacher, price, and reward5.
The Declaration on the Charism, or the growing understanding of
our identity
2. The sexennium that just ended has led us friars to reflect and work
on the Constitutions, the basic text of our legislation, with the explicit
intention of arriving at a better understanding of our identity as Discalced
Carmelites today. This work was the fruit and natural consequence of
what we did in preparation for the fifth centenary of St. Teresa’s birth.
The systematic rereading of the works encouraged us to find a way to
reappropriate and reiterate the richness of our charism in the current context of the world and the Church. “The Constitutions are in fact the concrete expression of the charism in the present time and contain the fundamental elements that constitute it as well as the practical, even juridical, directives that make it possible to live it.”6 The commitment invested
in this re-reading enabled us to highlight the gap between the ideal that
the Constitutions propose to us and the concrete and everyday reality of
our religious life. The Extraordinary Definitory of Goa in February 2019
found in the instrument of the “Declaration on the Charism” the appropriate way to arrive at the elaboration of a text that would synthetically
collect the essential elements of the charism so that it might be a stimulus
to the interior renewal that is needed and outline a clear proposal of our
Carmelite identity in favor of our young people and of those who come
to our monasteries with vocational questions. We need to rethink our way
3

Cfr. Life 16, 7.
Cfr. Way, 26, 6; Life 22, 7; 27, 2; 29, 5; Life 32, 11.
5
Cfr. 2 Ascent of Mount Carmel 22, 5.
6
Cfr. A. Borrell, Presentation of the Declaration on the Teresian Charism,
Rome, 4 September 2021, p. 3.
4
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of life so that it may help us to grow towards the charismatic ideal that
has been given to us.7
3. St. Teresa’s own experience gives us an understanding of the
charism that we can define as progressive: personal level (the encounter
with the wounded Christ), community level (San José), ecclesial level
(foundation of the friars and other monasteries), missionary/world level
(longing for the salvation of those in America). Each moment of this development involved for Teresa a revision of the practical way of living
her original intuition and was accompanied by a progressive maturation
of the experience of intimacy with God, up to spiritual marriage. On several occasions in her writings, Teresa offers us pages of reflection on who
the Carmelite is, her function in the Church, her attention to the contemporary world, moved not only by the need to explain the new type of life
she was inaugurating, but also by the awareness of the intrinsic dynamism of the appropriation of the charism itself.
4. The fundamental elements of our charism (prayer, fraternal life,
mission) have a strong principle of unity and mutual interdependence.
The challenge before us to be “Discalced Carmelites today” within the
different socio-cultural contexts with which the Order is now confronted
on a daily basis is precisely that of not losing this unity and of finding
appropriate ways of incarnating it in the different contexts of life. The
path is not an easy one since the impulses to define our identity, which
start from other instances that are not properly charismatic, are multiple.
Who is a Carmelite? What characterizes him? What is his relationship to
the mission and the life of the Church? We realized that while on the
theoretical level we still have a certain united vision, in the practice of
life there are differences in the way we take on commitments (pastoral,
apostolic, missionary, social action), organize our life (economy, community structure), and think about the relationship between us at various
levels (community, provincial, Order). These differences risk affecting
the charismatic level of our true identity and the unity of our religious
family.

7

Cfr. Evangelii Gaudium 231-233.
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5. The Declaration on Charism is the instrument that the General
Chapter offers the Order so that by discussing it and putting it to good
use in our communities, we may grow in our knowledge of the charism
and propose it to our world today. It is a dynamic document, the starting
point for many further discussions. The General Chapter also worked on
possible ways of applying the text, for example: reflection at the community and provincial level guided by specially prepared outlines, elaboration of ways for vocation promotion and initial formation, specific indepth studies of individual aspects by investigating the great patrimony
of the writings of our saints, a basic text for reflection on the charism
conducted at the provincial or regional level among friars, nuns, and
members of the Secular Order, and thinking together about strategies for
the inculturation of the charism in homogeneous geographical areas. Regional Conferences of Superiors could play an important role in this
work.
6. In his September 11 audience, Pope Francis clearly reminded us
of what is proper to us and what the Church expects of us, helping us to
find the proper balance and interconnection between the foundational elements of our charism and the proper relationship between contemplation and apostolate. “The Carmelite life is a contemplative life. This is
the gift that the Spirit has given to the Church with St. Teresa of Jesus
and St. John of the Cross, and with the many Carmelite saints and holy
men and women. Faithful to this gift, Carmelite life is a response to contemporary men and women who deep down are thirsting for God, thirsting for the eternal, and often they do not understand it, and thus search
for it everywhere. And Carmelite life is protected from psychologisms,
spiritualisms, or false updates that hide a spirit of worldliness. You know
well the temptation of psychologisms, spiritualisms, and worldly updates, the spirit of worldliness. And on this I remind you: please beware
of spiritual worldliness which is the worst evil that can happen to the
Church.” The Pope told us further: “Friendship with God matures in silence, in recollection, in listening to the Word of God; it is a flame that
must be nourished and guarded day by day. The warmth of this interior
fire also helps us to practice fraternal life in community which is not an
accessory element, but substantial. You are reminded of this by your very
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name: “Discalced Brothers”. Rooted in your relationship with God, the
Trinity of Love, you are called to cultivate relationships in the Spirit in a
healthy tension between being alone and being with others, against the
current of individualism and the standardization of the world. [...] Holy
Mother St. Teresa exhorts us to a “style of fraternity”, (“el estilo de hermandad”). It is an art that is learned day by day, to be a family united in
Christ, “Discalced Brothers of Mary”, taking as models the Holy Family
of Nazareth and the apostolic community.”8
The contexts in which we adventure in life9
Contexts that require prophetically pursued interculturality
7. The General Chapter is always an occasion to take stock of the
Order as a whole. The Chapter assembly reflected this breadth of the Order’s diffusion throughout the world with an ever-increasing participation of brothers from Africa and Asia. Furthermore, a look at the statistics
(cf. Conspectus Ordinis Carmelitarum Discalceatorum OCD 2021)
clearly confirms the growth trend of the Order in these two continents
(Africa above all), as the most recent projections on the spread of Christianity on a planetary level also attest.10
If, as an Order, we look into the mirror, we discover that our face is
changing very rapidly, it is now an indisputable fact that the experience
founded by Teresa has taken root in places and cultures so distant from
the original context in which the charism was born. On the one hand, this
fact can only make us rejoice because we are realizing concretely, and
with important results, the missionary desire that inhabited the heart of

8

Address of the Pope Francis to the participants in the General Chapter of the
Order of Discalced Carmelite friars, Sala Clementina, Saturday, September 11.
2021:
https://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2021/september/documents/20210911-carmelitani-scalzi.html.
9
Cfr. Life, 21, 4.
10
Cfr. Report by Father General Saverio Cannistrà.
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Holy Mother and of those who, since the origins of the Order, have carried out this very concrete and fortunate missionary work (Jerome
Gracián, John of Jesus Maria, Thomas of Jesus...). On the other hand, we
cannot hide the fact that this rapid evolution also poses the challenge of
interculturality to us. It leads us to think of the various cultures of which
each of us is a bearer as places where the charism takes shape in the
world. This is achieved by overcoming everything that prevents us from
fostering true fraternity which is based solely on the Lord’s call and on
belonging to the same religious family before and beyond the cultural
affiliation of birth.11
8. To date, the Order has not yet been able to enter into a different
way of seeing and thinking about itself. The relationship between the respective cultures of origin seems to be realized in the logic of aut-aut
rather than in that of et-et. The challenge of inculturation may appear
new in the terms in which we perceive it, but it is as old as Christianity.
It is the same challenge of thinking about the mission of the Church in
its relationship with the outside world (pagan world and Jewish world of
origin) and within itself (first Council of Jerusalem).12
9. The Order undoubtedly has to its credit some positive experiences
of interculturality, but most of the time these unfortunately lead to unsatisfactory results: collaboration between brothers coming from a different
cultural area has not yet ordinarily become a fruitful resource.13 In the
West, it is often thought of and lived under the restrictive logic of “help
in a difficult situation” (and this indifferently for communities of friars
or nuns). This “utilitarian” approach prevents a true process of cultural
re-elaboration and thus remains too exposed to being a simple juxtaposition that fails to find its element of generative synthesis. The same challenge of interculturality is also present in other parts of the world where
dynamics extraneous to the logic of religious life (such as tribalism or
the maintenance of the social structure of castes) risk just as seriously
11

One thinks of the importance of the family of Nazareth in St. Teresa: cf. Life
32, 11; 36, 6.
12
Cfr. Acts 2, 34-46; 15, 1-35.
13
Compare the indications of Evangelii Gaudium 235-236.
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wounding the fraternal fabric and causing people to lose their sense of
belonging to a single new family, that of Carmel. This reflection on interculturality conducted ad intra, that is, within our community dynamics, can offer us precious tools to bring a word ad extra, to our societies
that are struggling more and more to manage the challenge of inculturation and integration of those who are felt to be foreigners.
10. There is a further horizon of interculturality in which we are
immersed, and which closely concerns us: the change of times that is
affecting the entire Church.14 It is not only the delicate updating/adjustment of existing structures; it is not only the generational shift between
the elderly and the young —something that each institution and society
has always experienced—, but it is something much more profound and,
in some ways, dramatic. It is the challenge of not letting our lives become
completely mute, incapable of saying a word and therefore, within a short
time, condemned to absolute inessentiality. How can we engage the
young people of today’s world? What proposals can we make that they
can grasp? How can we renew the categories within which we think of
the Christian and Carmelite experience so that they can find true nourishment and meaning for the new generations of our globalized, digital,
and desolately standardized societies? Accepting the challenge of interculturality means having the courage to ask ourselves these questions and
to try to find answers, partial and fragile, but always answers that resist
the dominant common thought to witness that there is Someone who
gives meaning to life and directs the steps of man to the good. The good
fortune of the Teresian reform lies, in large part, in having succeeded in
intercepting in the ecclesial and social crisis of her time, words, categories, ways of proposing anew to her contemporaries the model of a new
possibility of a redeemed life that she herself had painstakingly earned
by allowing herself to be drawn into a spousal relationship with the Lord.

Cfr. See the Holy Father’s audience to the Roman Curia on the occasion of
his Christmas greetings 21.12.2019.
14
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Priority areas of existential application
Formation
11. At various times during the Chapter discussions, it became clear
that the resource that can help us on this journey that we have to make
together among ourselves and with the Lord is that of formation, that is,
instruments of growth (intellectual, spiritual, human) that closely and
constantly accompany our lives, that can stand alongside the indispensable confrontation with “the friends of God,” as Teresa called them. In
fact, to live a path of real ongoing formation means not only to educate
oneself but also to move with ever greater determination from self-referentiality, as John of the Cross clearly taught us: “The virtuous soul who
is alone and without a teacher, is like an isolated coal, which, instead of
lighting up, cools down” (Sayings of Light and Love, 7). The purpose of
ongoing formation is to light the fire and help us make progress on the
slow journey of conversion and interior transformation of which our
saints speak powerfully, which today is perhaps the first corrective to the
spiritual worldliness of which Pope Francis spoke to us.15
12. The young friars (with only a few years of profession and/or
ordination) who were invited the third day of the Chapter, unanimously
told us that one of the needs they personally feel and see around them
(and therefore in our communities!) is that of a serious journey of ongoing formation that can help us recover a lucid and prophetic look at the
present, and increasingly overcome the inconsistency between what we
say we are and what we are in practical life. Although they came from
different parts of the world, their voices were united on this point. It was
interesting, and very provocative, to have had the opportunity to listen to
them!
13. If formation is the principle means by which one safeguards our
vocation, paths of human and spiritual growth are even more necessary
for us today in a world now invaded by the social media which has a

15

Cfr. John of the Cross, 2 Ascent, 5, 5-7; 2 Night 21, 6-8.
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strong pervasive power that is subversive with respect to the basic structures on which our lives rest (silence, prayer, fraternal life, time for study
and work). Being constantly connected not only leads us into “other
worlds” than the one we physically inhabit, but in the long run it risks
rendering meaningless those simple and ordinary gestures through which
we build our lives as Discalced Carmelite friars. In this respect, the aim
of formation should not only be an intellectual knowledge and an appropriate use of these resources, but rather making us aware of our place in
the digital society, from which we cannot withdraw, but before which we
are called not to abdicate submissively.
14. The revision of our Ratio Institutionis should be a commitment
for the next six years. Although the text was approved definitively in
1992 and helped to form a large generation of Discalced Carmelites in
the post-Council years, it requires a thorough revision because it was
written before the Church’s extensive reflection on religious life during
the last 30 years and because it was drafted before the advent of the internet and cell phones, which inevitably mark an important watershed
between the world that existed before and the world that came afterwards. We can no longer think about the path of initial formation without
acknowledging that the young men and women who come with vocational questions are digital natives.
15. The chapter discussion on the Ratio allowed us to broaden the
horizons within which to understand the document and its use. It provided not only indications for the correct development of the stages of
initial formation (from vocational discernment to solemn profession), but
also resources for the organization of activities of vocational promotion
and suggestions for specific formation programs for young professed and
for all members of the Order. All the new issues to which the Church
asks us to pay particular attention in our time, such as attention to the
safeguarding of creation for an integral ecology and the prevention of
any form of abuse, especially of minors or vulnerable adults, should also
be integrated into the Ratio.
16. The commitment to a reflection and a revision of the Ratio
should help us to rediscover the value for formation that can enrich, not
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only our individual lives, but also whole communities. We know how
important the commitment to initial formation is in the Order, but the
challenges are just as great, such as initiating life-experiences that can
truly help our young friars to grow; the investment of qualified friars for
formation ministry; the creation of communities who know how to form
through life practice. Reworking the Ratio can allow us to prepare ourselves adequately for these challenges because we see that young people
who are poorly formed will be unable to sustain fully what they will be
asked to live, and friars who are poorly formed will not know how to
respond to the expectations of the Church and the challenges of the globalized world.
The Unity of the Order
17. Limitations related to the pandemic prevented inviting to the
Chapter a representation of our sisters, nuns, and laity of the OCDS, and
this was felt as a loss along the path of common reflection on the journey
ahead of us as an Order. We are one family composed of friars, nuns, and
seculars (CC 103), and this aspect, especially today, must be brought to
the forefront once again. At a time when human experience seems to be
reduced to a simple succession of disconnected pieces, the witness of a
profound unity based on the experience of God that is articulated in different states of life is a formidable witness to our world. To recover the
true and profound sense of this journey together to which we have been
called, we must once again free ourselves from a short-sighted and too
“sectoral” understanding of who we are and of the relationships among
the three branches of the Order.
18. For some time now, the Church has been encouraging us to think
about forms of communion that are more explicit among our realities,
about new ways of living our relationships, and looking to the future in
a collaboration of projects and closer mutual knowledge that makes us
look beyond the boundaries of our individual reality, which at times have
become too narrow. This is the path proposed to the monasteries with the
latest documents dedicated to feminine contemplative life, Vultum Dei
quaerere and Cor Orans, which have prompted the monasteries to unite
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in Federations to have a place of interchange, of mutual help, and common thinking. The Secular Order, too, has begun paths of communion in
various linguistic regions of the world that have borne important fruits in
the past six years, such as the development of formation programs common to several Circumscriptions. In the Chapter there was an initial discussion on how to make greater use of the activities of the regional Conferences of Superiors to foster communion among the various Circumscriptions of the Order and with the center of the Order.
19. Our society, which has made a myth of personal autonomy and
of absolute and untouchable self-determination, does not help to recover
the sense of belonging to a family, of a broader community bond within
which the person can find a true place in life.16 Yet this is precisely where
the challenge of Teresa’s reform lies: to build communities of friends,
where people not only come to know each other, but also help each other
to progress in their personal response to the Lord (V 16,7).
20. There are different diverging pressures that are increasingly
jeopardizing this basic unity of our living environment, and in the short
term, they have often led to a weakening not only of the bonds between
people within the same community, but also the bonds of communities
within the provincial context and of the Circumscriptions with the Center
of the Order. It seems that reference to the superior institution is ordinarily felt as a bond that bridles, that offers no possibility of expression, that
takes away space for life. The subtle but constant weakening of these
bonds of mutual belonging is a further impoverishment that we are unfortunately experiencing. The reflection that we carried out during the
previous six years on our Constitutions was aimed precisely at reoffering
us the possibility of understanding the fruitful interconnection witnessed
by our laws, which exists within the male branch and then extends to the
other two branches of the Order, to the Carmelites (OCarm) and to all
the many religious and lay experiences that have arisen over the years
from the root of the Carmelite charism.

16

Cfr. Fraternal Life in Community, 1 §2.
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A special occasion
21. 2023 and 2025 mark the 150th anniversary of the birth of St.
Thérèse of the Child Jesus and the Holy Face and the centenary of her
canonization, two important anniversaries for our Order. These events
give us the opportunity for a very special confrontation with the contemporary world. UNESCO, in fact, has accepted the request of the French
government to include St. Thérèse’s name among the personalities who
have made a significant contribution to the development of humanity,
and whose birth anniversary UNESCO will celebrate worldwide (2023).
UNESCO is an international non-denominational body and asks that cultural events be organized around the person of St. Thérèse that can show
her contribution to the role of women in religious institutions, in the fight
against poverty, and the promotion of inclusion. These are new perspectives and reflection on the figure of St. Thérèse with respect to how we
have ordinarily thought of her, but which offer us the possibility of a
broad comparison with our contemporary world.
Conclusion
22. “What are you doing here, Elijah?” (1 Kings 19:9a.13b). We
began the General Chapter with this question posed to us by the reflection of Msgr. Libanori, S.J., a question posed to the man of God in a
moment of his greatest inner bewilderment, when his perspective had
been revolutionized by the harsh and unsuccessful confrontation with
history. It was a word addressed to Elijah so that he could listen to it,
come to his senses, and thus find the strength for a fruitful journey, no
longer solitary but in deep communion with many other friends of God.
Pope Francis himself has called us back to this primacy of listening
in order to rediscover the fire of our origins: “Listening is the fundamental attitude of the disciple, of those who place themselves in the school
of Jesus and want to respond to what He asks of us in this difficult but
always beautiful moment, because it is God’s time. Listening to the
Spirit, in order to be able to discern what comes from the Lord and what
is contrary to Him and, in this way, to respond, starting from the Gospel,
to respond to the signs of the times through which the Lord of history
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speaks to us and reveals Himself. Listening and discernment, in view of
the witness, of the mission carried out by the proclamation of the Gospel,
both with words and, above all, with the example of life. In this time, in
which the pandemic has confronted us all with so many questions and
which has seen the collapse of so many certainties, you are called, as
children of Saint Teresa, to safeguard your fidelity to the perennial elements of your charism. This crisis, if it has anything good —and it certainly does— is precisely to bring us back to the essential, not to live
distracted by false certainties. This is also a favourable context in which
to examine the state of health of your Order and nurture the flame of your
origins.”17
23. As always, the Chapter was an important time of listening. Some
young friars of the Order spoke to us, four religious brothers who had
been invited to participate as auditors in all of the Chapter’s deliberations
spoke to us; we listened to each other in the assembly hall and in the
linguistic or geographic work groups, and we always returned to the ancient question addressed to Elijah: “What are you doing here, Elijah?”
The question of who we are, what we do, and how we think about being
witnesses of the Lord in the world. The journey that lies ahead of us in
the next sexennium can begin by humbly taking up this question which,
as for our father Elijah, was the origin of a fruitful life journey.
24. Let us listen to St. Teresa: “O Lord of the world, my true Spouse
of my soul! How is it that you have been reduced to this state? My Lord
and my Love, is it possible that you want to receive such poor company
as mine, for I see by your expression that You have been consoled by
me? Well then, how is it Lord that the angels leave You, and that even
your Father doesn’t console you? If it’s true, Lord, that You want to endure everything for me, what is this that I suffer for You? Of what am I
complaining? I am already ashamed since I have seen you in such a condition. I desire to suffer, Lord, all the trials that come to me and esteem
them as a great good enabling me to imitate You in something. Let us
walk together, Lord, wherever You go, I will go; whatever you suffer, I
17

https://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2021/september/documents/20210911-carmelitani-scalzi.html.
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will suffer.” (CV 26:6). And so, with Teresa, let us continue walking
together in the company of those who have trodden this same path and
are our models, let neither our poverty nor the magnitude of the challenges frighten us: let us walk together, Lord! In darkness but secure
(Dark Night, verse 2), grateful for the “sheer grace” (dichosa ventura)
that has been given to us as a gift.
Rome, September 14, 2021
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Message of the 92nd General Chapter
of the Order of the Discalced Carmelites

The 92nd General Chapter of the Discalced Carmelites was held at
the La Salle House of the Brothers of the Christian Schools in Rome (Via
Aurelia) from August 30 to September 14, 2021. Ninety-two Chapter Fathers and four invited non-clerical Brothers attended. Technical and logistical support was provided by the officials of the Generalate and the
translators. Given the various measures to avoid the spread of Covid19,
it was not easy to gather all the participants in the Chapter. Thanks to the
tireless commitment of the Definitory and the officials of the Center of
the Order, the General Chapter took place and the participants in the
Chapter were able to arrive in Italy and at the indicated place, except for
four who were forced to remain in their respective countries. They followed the proceedings by Zoom.
In a Marian form of Christian existence and under the mantle of Our
Lady, we felt united with all our Discalced Carmelite brothers present in
all the monasteries of our Order, as well as with every one of our Discalced Carmelite nuns who accompanied us by their prayers. They carried this Chapter with particular intensity from its preparation until today
and will certainly pray that good fruits may arise from it for the glory of
God and the salvation of the world. We feel united with our brothers and
sisters who continue the incarnation of our charism in all sectors of secular life. Our hearts remain close to the members of religious institutes
who share the spiritual heritage of the Teresian Carmel. We do not forget
the members of the ecclesial movements associated with our Order. It is
with all of them that we place ourselves in the Church to deepen more
and more who we are. We intend to address a message of encouragement
and hope to the world in disarray, borrowing the words of Psalm 121
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(120), 7-8: “The Lord will keep you from all evil; he will guard your
soul. The Lord will keep you from all evil; he will guard your soul. The
Lord will keep you from the beginning and from the end, from now on
and forever.”
To all those who are united to us by charism at whatever level, we
affirm that we are also united by the responsibility to consider the “flesh
of this world” that the Second Vatican Council taught us to experience
as “the joys and the hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of the people of
this time” and to embrace them as “the joys and hopes, the sorrows and
anxieties of the disciples of Christ.”1 Our attitude towards what is happening in the world is not “to gather information or to satisfy our curiosity, but to become painfully aware, to dare to transform what is happening in the world into personal suffering, and thus to recognize the contribution that each one of us can make.”2 “The world is on fire”3, St. Teresa
would say; it needs peace and joy in the midst of so many vicissitudes:
the Covid19 pandemic and its unknowns, economic crises of various
kinds, world balances that are constantly being recomposed, threats to
the peace and security of peoples and the migratory movements that they
provoke, etc.
Dear brothers and sisters who recognize that they are with us under
the mantle of the Virgin Mary, do we have a solution that we can offer?
Our solution is the one that comes from our presence before the Lord like
Abraham: “Walk in my presence and be perfect. I have made a covenant
between me and you, and I will increase you greatly” (Gen. 17:1-2). It
was not, therefore, out of routine that our work was punctuated by the
Eucharistic celebration, the invocation of the Holy Spirit, and the psalmody of the Church. It is in the deepening of our presence before the Lord
that our being and our action in the Church draw all their meaning. St.
Thérèse of the Child Jesus summed it up: “to be love in the heart of the
Church.”4 Before her, St. John of the Cross indicated that “the love by
1

GS 1.
Laudato Si’, 19.
3
Way 1,5.
4
Ms. B, 3v.
2
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which she is united to God moves her to the love of God in all things and
through all things.” With the “artisanal” perseverance of a bee, we strive
to extract from the “wildflowers,” where they are found, the sweetness
(pollen) of love that makes our charism fruitful to love “God in all things,
whether delightful or bitter.”5
It is the deepening of this defining element of our charism that has
mainly mobilized our energies in this Chapter. It could not be otherwise,
for this Chapter is the culmination of a six-year period (2015-2021) during which we have had the joy of continuing a search undertaken by the
whole Order to deepen its specific place in the life and holiness of the
Church. At the same time, it constitutes a starting point for perspectives
that will accompany the one we are beginning. Upon our arrival and during the Chapter, we all carried the concern that has animated the entire
Order since the systematic reading of the Constitutions launched after the
General Chapter of 2015. All of us, coming from the circumscriptions
that had studied them, carried in our hearts an answer, however partial,
to the question of our charismatic identity in the Church and how we
could credibly bear witness to it in every context in which we live and
work. Having manifested it in our lives, what is the way in which we
might speak of it in a language that is understandable today? The Declaration on the Charism is the document that the Chapter has analyzed and
approved in order to propose it to our brothers for an in-depth reception
in all the circumscriptions, called to make it their own by adopting criteria and methods of reading and understanding, of interpretation and assimilation, in their environments of existence and apostolate.
The guests who were invited to the Chapter to speak to us and to
celebrate the Eucharist with us spoke to us in a consistent way, each one
in his own terms and way about the beauty and the demands of the Carmelite charism in today's world. We listened to them with sustained attention. We reached the culmination of this listening by virtue of its ecclesial character when we were received by Pope Francis in the Clementine Hall for a private audience. In a speech that had its roots in his own
5

Cf. Canticle B 27, 8.
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magisterium on the one hand, and in our spiritual patrimony on the other,
the Holy Father briefly sketched the features of the Discalced Carmelites
that the Church expects today: religious who listen to the signs of the
present time,6 Carmelites who cultivate a sense of discernment and never
tire of exercising it; witnesses who let themselves be seen by their joy
nourished by a sense of humor; and all of this from the contemplative
identity that bursts forth from a spirituality of friendship with God and
human beings, and holds in horror the invasive worldliness that corrupts
all that it affects.
It is as if the nine young guest friars from different regions had prepared us from within our walls to hear this message, because they spoke
of fidelity to prayer, of the coherence between what we say and what we
are, of the prophetic dimension of our life in today's world. We needed
these voices to fill us with joy and to confirm us in the direction that our
work was about to take in several ways, notably the doctrinal way (Declaration on the charism) and the legislative way (Norms and Determinations). The intervention of Father Míceál O’Neill, Prior General O.Carm,
strengthened us once more in this direction, through a conference which
drew its strong points from our common source which is the Rule of St.
Albert and developed in a pattern woven by the testimony of our holy
parents Teresa of Jesus and John of the Cross, as well as other saints and
spiritual masters who are dear to us.
From all this it can be deduced that this Chapter has been a chapter
of listening. Chronologically, we were introduced to this listening by the
analysis of the state of the Order given by Father Saverio Cannistrà, our
previous General Superior, based on his experience of 12 years at the
head of the Order. We thank him and the Definitory over which he carefully presided. It is up to us to draw concrete consequences from this. We
also listened to the state of the economic means that support the functioning of our Order. Thanks to our General Bursar Paolo De Carli, not
only for having communicated to us the economic needs of our time, but

6

Cf. GS 4.
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also for having reanimated both the spirit of solidarity in our religious
family and the ardor for work.
Sometimes listening to the voices that come from outside the ecclesiastical world delights and stimulates us. Thus, the news that UNESCO
is preparing to put St. Thérèse of Lisieux on the list of anniversary celebrations for the 150th anniversary of her birth in 2023 has resonated in
our ears and vibrated in our hearts. For our part, we link this anniversary
of her birth to the first centenary of her beatification which falls in the
same year and to the first centenary of her canonization in 2025. Shouldn't we read in these occurrences the sign that our listening must extend
to all the voices that express in multiple ways the truth, the beauty, and
the good because their origin is in God, their inspiration in the Holy
Spirit? It is in this sense that the multiform listening to the voice of our
Creator God whose murmur crosses all that he poses in this world spurs
us towards an “integral ecology” because “everything is connected”, listening to the cry of the earth and the cry of the people, the environmental
concern and the passion for the human image of God.7 Listening also
opens our eyes so that together with all our brothers and sisters who fight
tirelessly for the defense of life and human dignity, we participate in the
prevention and fight against all abuses against minors and vulnerable
people, as Father Vincenzo Mancusi, ofm Cap, alerted us.
This listening without borders should lead us along the path of our
Mother Saint Teresa in the determination to do the little that is in us to
please and help Our Lord.8 This is what drives us forward into the future
and pushes us to place ourselves resolutely under the guidance of our
Father General Miguel Márquez Calle, whom the Lord has given us together with the Definitors. It is this determination, inherited from St. Teresa, that impels us to go and live our charism in the various contexts in
which the Lord has raised us up and/or sent us, strengthened by a long
tradition, and enriched by the uninterrupted multitude of witnesses from

Cf. D. GREINER, « Nous sommes tous de la terre. Une lecture de l’encyclique
Laudato si » in Transversalités n. 139 (2016/4), p. 25-37.
8
Cf. Way 1, 2.
7
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all times, all cultural areas, and all ages. In today's world, with its challenges and ways of expression, we carry Christ who dwells in us, drawing us into an ever-renewed covenant through his word, his Sacraments,
and his friendship. From this fullness towards which we never cease to
strive, we will burn with zeal, making our own St. Teresa’s words: “Let
us walk together, Lord; wherever you go, I will go.”9
In this march forward we feel supported by the Spirit of love and
truth. We know that we are accompanied by our Discalced Carmelite
Sisters who are always at our side in daily oblation and unceasing prayer.
We remain in communion with our brothers and sisters of the Secular
Carmel whose company delights us, and we are supported by the brothers
and sisters who share in one way or another the spiritual goods of our
great Carmelite family. We do not forget all those to whom the Lord
sends us directly and indirectly. May the blessing imparted by the Holy
Father to the participants in the General Chapter extend to all of them so
that we may keep alive the flame of love that the Spirit never ceases to
kindle, either by purifying us, or by making us bear together fruits whose
intensity and extent only he knows!

9

Way 26, 6.
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(Full text of all numbers that have undergone some changes.)1

3. Where civil law does not recognize the renunciation of goods referred
to in n. 26 of our Constitutions, our religious, before solemn profession,
must definitively transfer ownership of all their personal patrimony to
other persons. In doing so they are to use the means most appropriate to
such ends which are at the same time validly recognized in civil law.
5. In their use of things, in the spending of money, on trips and in other
such circumstances, each of the friars is conscience-bound to follow
Christ’s example and give a witness to God’s people by living a life of
real poverty, which is marked by sobriety and is at the same time respectful of creation.2
23. When the non-clerical brothers do not participate in the communal
celebration of Lauds and Vespers, they are to recite them in private.
36.
a) The orderly arrangement of community acts should be looked
upon as the concrete method of pursuing our vocation and providing for
the common and individual good. Whatever their nature, they ought to
contribute to this twofold end. Therefore, the way of life should undergo
review at set times, especially at chapters and community meetings, lest
necessary elements disappear from it.
1

Abbreviations: cfr. current printed edition. To be added: CICLSAL: Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life; CV:
Communis Vita; PI: Potissimum Institutioni; VC: Vita Consecrata; FLC: Fraternal life in community.
2
Cfr. Laudato si’, 223.
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b) Each individual community should draw up a project of life
and apostolic activity for itself that helps it to realize its own vocational
identity with creative fidelity.3
37.
a) The chapter itself should be adequately renewed in the spirit
of the Rule and with a sense of evangelical brotherhood, and lived with
an attitude of sincere dialogue and reciprocal listening, such that the sharing of the gifts of the Spirit serve for the edification of all.4
b) A community chapter convoked by the superior at least once
a month, during which sincere communication is encouraged and a brotherly exchange takes place regarding matters that affect the community,
as, for example:
–the concrete way in which the community, through mutual collaboration, is pursuing our contemplative and apostolic vocation
in the Church;
–a review of the life and fraternal corrections made in a familial
spirit so as to help one another, without prejudice to the superior’s right to admonish the community or the individual religious;5
–the administration of the community’s goods as well as the
good order of the house.
43.
a) For traveling and staying outside the cloister, our friars need
the permission of the competent superior. In some circumstances this
permission may be general.
b) Without prejudice to n. 76 of the Constitutions, when there is
question of a prolonged absence from the house, the Provincial Superior,
with the consent of his Council and for a just reason, may grant to a religious permission to live outside of a religious house, but not beyond a
year, unless it be for health reasons or to pursue studies. The same permission may be given to exercise an apostolate in the name of the Order,

3

Cfr. FLC 10.
Cfr. FLC 32.
5
Cfr. CIC can. 619 and Norms 142.
4
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but only within the territory of the same province, keeping in mind n. 67
d of the Applicative Norms.6
c) It belongs to the Provincial Chapters to decide on norms for
travel which must then be communicated to the Definitory.
d) When any friar will be living within the territory of another
province for some time, the Provincial of this province is to be advised
beforehand.
e) In granting permissions, superiors must keep in mind not only
the demands of the common life of each house and the good of all the
individual religious but also witness to spiritual retirement and the spirit
of poverty. They should be careful lest the brethren be deprived of the
support of common life for a lengthy period.
44.
a) In order to look after the sick and aged friars more effectively
with charity and foresight, suitable means such as retirement insurance
for sickness and old age should be made use of in a spirit of poverty
throughout the entire province or region.
b) In circumscriptions where there is need and it is possible an
infirmary should be established in order to assist our gravely sick and
elderly dependent brothers.
54. We should cultivate a theological and spiritual apostolate, paying
special attention to the dissemination of the writings and doctrine of our
saints, in a language best suited to our own times and making use of social media and digital technology:
a) so that the dissemination of books and periodicals and through
public lectures, that the doctrine on prayer and the spiritual life may be
spread among different social groups;
b) by fostering a mutual coordination and association of our publications throughout the entire Order,
c) offering quality materials in digital formats.
57.
a) So that the movements and undertakings by which the Holy
Spirit perpetually renews the life of the Church, may have a sure basis in

6

Cfr. CIC can. 665.1.
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the doctrine of the saints of the Teresian Carmel, it must be presented in
the most accessible and timely of ways.
b) Religious who have relationships with ecclesial moments
must take care to maintain their own proper charismatic identity and to
avoid any “appearance of divided loyalties, either on the level of the personal spiritual life of the religious or on the level of their mission”.7
59.
a) It is above all by the witness of their life that our missionaries
should carry out their activity of announcing the Gospel and planting the
Church among peoples and groups where it has not yet taken root.8
b) And because a mission is not a permanent but a transitory institution, the missionaries should, in their activity, strive to raise up and
form christian communities that can provide for their own needs. So let
them foster priestly and religious vocations especially, in order that these
new churches may make their contribution to the good of the Church
universal.9
c) Missionary efforts aimed at establishing the contemplative life
are worthy of special mention. Therefore, our Order should strive, to establish our life where conditions exist for our charism to be adequately
understood and suitably adapted to the culture of the place.10
63. The Secretary for Missionary Cooperation is to be appointed by the
General Definitory. He will reside in the Generalate and will carry out
his duties under the direction of the General Superior and Definitory. His
duties are as follows:
a) To promote and animate the missions and missionary spirit in
the Order.
b) To coordinate pastoral and social aid projects within the Order
which require his attention.
c) To coordinate dialogue and collaboration between the Order
and organizations that help the missions.

7

Cfr. PI 93. Cfr. VC 56, VFC 62, Iuvenescit Ecclesia, 22 c
PAUL VI, Evangelii nuntiandi 21.41.
9
AG 16.
10
Ibid. 18.
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d) To administer, under the guidance of the Definitory, the economic funds of the central administration of the Order which are designated for the missions.
67.
a) It is for the Provincial Council to consider the suitability and
conditions for the acceptance of new parishes offered by the local Ordinary and then, before making any decision to accurately inform the General Definitory of all details concerning the matter and subsequently
abide by its decisions.
b) It is also the Council’s responsibility to judge, case by case,
whether it will be suitable or not for the same religious to exercise the
offices of Pastor and superior of the house, as well as to safeguard pastoral continuity in our parishes.
c) The Provincial Council shall carefully define the rights and
obligations attached to the offices of superior and pastor according to the
prescriptions of Canon Law, the particular laws of the Order, and the
agreement entered into with the local Ordinary.11
d) It is not permitted that a single religious be sent to serve in a
diocese alone, but only within a community of the Order.
68. It is fitting that our religious have adequate training and zeal both to
take part in the ecumenical apostolate and to rouse and foster the same
zeal in the faithful.
71.
a) Besides what is prescribed by universal law and our own legislation regarding the superiors of houses, the superior of the formation
community has the right and the obligation to see that each one, within
the limits of his office, fulfills his task diligently, properly and well,
keeping in mind the number immediately following.
b) The superiors are to select carefully from among the religious
the best and most experienced educators and are to relieve them of tasks
that cannot be reconciled with the work of formation. If they prove suitable, they should be continued in this office as long as possible.

11

Cfr. Instr. pro paroeciis O.N., AOCD 16-19 (1971-73), 167.
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72. It pertains to the Provincial Council, when deemed appropriate, to
establish the concrete form of the formation community and determine
who is to make a judgment on the students as prescribed by our law.
a) If the entire community is set up as the formation community,
the work of formation is entrusted to all the religious of the house and
they are to labor at it diligently and harmoniously under the direct guidance of the local superior and the one appointed as Master.
b) If particular circumstances, weighed carefully by the Provincial Council, suggest otherwise, a special formation team may be set up
by the Provincial Council. The task of educating and authority to pass
judgment on the candidates pertain to this team.
73. We give the title Master to the one who, for the entire period of their
formation, is directly in charge of the care and work of formation of our
brothers. Therefore, he is to be free of all offices and responsibilities
which may impede the work of formation.
74.
a) For the spiritual care of young religious, the superiors are to
see to it that a number of suitable confessors are available in the houses
of formation. Each religious is always free to choose his own confessor.12
b) The confessors should administer the sacrament of Penance
and give spiritual direction in such a way that they complement and complete the work of the Master.
c) Postulant, Novice and student Masters, and their assistants,
should not hear the sacramental confessions of their young friars in formation, unless those, of their own accord, request it in particular cases.
d) The confessors are to keep in mind and put into practice those
things decreed by the Holy See concerning the suitability for the religious
and clerical vocation, especially in regard to chastity.13
77. In addition to the requirements listed below, regarding the novitiate,
special inquiries should be made as to whether or not the candidate has
the requisite health and appropriate temperament, as well as whether or
12

CIC can. 630.3.
Sac. Cael.; S. Con. pro Instit. Cath., Orientamenti educativi per la formazione
al celibato sacerdotale, 11 Apr. 1974.
13
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not he is endowed with the human and affective maturity expected at his
age and whether he shows promise of progressing towards fuller maturity. We must make sure that sound health, good disposition and maturity are present by obtaining, if necessary, expert opinions, with due
regard for can. 220 of the Code of Canon Law. A special aptitude for the
life of prayer combined with community and apostolic spirit, is required
of candidates.14
80.
year.

a) The duration of the postulancy is normally not less than one

b) Before beginning their novitiate, postulants are to spend at
least five full days on retreat.
91.
a) In case of grave scandal, the novice is to be dismissed with the
consent of the formation community after notifying the Provincial Moreover, if even after approval —even the final one— the novice does something which renders him unworthy to continue his novitiate or make profession, he is to be proposed to the formation community, and if rejected
he is to be dismissed.
b) If it is a question of a fault that cannot be revealed to the formation community without damaging the reputation of the novice, let the
superior with the Master and another religious take prudent action in the
matter and, observing charity, notify the Provincial.
c) The causes of dismissal are not to be revealed to outsiders and
the good name of the novice is to be diligently safeguarded.
99. It is also within the competency of the Provincial, after having listened to the formation community, to prolong the time of temporary profession, but only in such a way that the time of probation does not exceed
nine continuous years.15
104. The consent mentioned in n. 123 of the Constitutions pertains to the
community in which the candidate was conventual for the preceding six
months.

14
15

Cfr. CIC can. 642.
Cfr. CIC can. 657.2.
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107. All documents of profession are to be signed by the superior who
receives the vows, by the Master or the senior religious present at the
same profession, and by the professed himself. The document is to be
kept in the archives of the monastery. Moreover, in the case of solemn
profession, the Pastor of the place of Baptism of the professed is to be
notified.16
122. In order that the students may be aware of the developments in society and of the problems affecting it, the Master should direct and supervise the use of the communications media in a prudent manner.
141. Without prejudice to numbers 133 and 134 of the Constitutions,
when a solemnly professed member, for very grave reasons weighted before God seeks an indult to leave the Order or of secularization, the Provincial is to transmit the petition with a personal opinion and that of the
Provincial Council, and other information pertaining to the granting of
the petition, to the General, who will refer it to the Holy See, according
to law. If the member is a cleric it is necessary first to find a Bishop
willing to incardinate him into a diocese or at least receive him experimentally.
The indult to leave the Order, once legitimately granted and notice to that effect properly given to the religious, if not refused by him at
the time of notification, entails by virtue of the law itself the dispensation
from vows, as well as from all obligations deriving from profession.17
142. a) All superiors, whether major or local, can correct transgressions of the laws which are not crimes in the strict canonical sense. The
same applies to Masters of Postulants, of Novices and of Students with
regard to those committed to their care. It is left to the prudent judgment
of the superior, taking into account the seriousness of the transgression,
to determine the penalty. But if a rather severe penalty is to be applied,
the local superior should consult with the First Councilor; the Masters of
Postulants, Novices or Students should consult with the superior before
taking action.
16
17

Cfr. CIC can. 535.2.
Cfr. CIC can. 691-693.
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b) The Provincial Councilors will determine the practice to follow in cases of delicta graviora, taking into account the documents of
the magisterium of the universal Church and of Episcopal Conferences
of that place.
144. Whoever violates the provisions of the Universal Law of the Church
and the prescriptions of the proper law of our Order in matters concerning the administration of temporal goods (ordinary and extraordinary expenses, acquisitions, alienations, debt contracts, transactions by which
the patrimonial condition of the juridic person can be worsened, etc.)
must be punished according to the gravity of the offense, up to and including the deprivation of office, except in cases where the norms themselves establish another penalty.
145. a) If anyone gravely injures the reputation of another, he is to be
deprived of active and passive voice, and may not exercise any office for
a period specified by the competent superior.
b) If a dispute arises between our religious, the matter must be
resolved using the provisions established in the Universal Law and our
Proper Law.18 Failure to present such disputes in the competent forum by
rather referring them to civil courts without valid reason will be punished
with the deprivation of active and passive voice and the prohibition to
exercise any office for a duration established by the competent superior.
c) Whoever solicits votes for either himself or for others, either
directly or indirectly, whether in the chapter and/or outside it, must be
punished with both the loss of office as well as the loss of active and
passive voice.19
147. a) Any superior who knowingly on two occasions, does what is
reserved to his Chapter or Council without their consent is to be deprived
of office.20

18

Cfr. CIC can. 1427.1 and 3.
Cfr. CIC can. 626 and Const. 160.
20
Cfr. CIC can. 127, and Norms 228 and 240.
19
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b) The superior who knowingly on two occasions carries out acts
without the requisite approval of superior authority, as requested by the
universal law and our law, is also to be deprived of office.
148. A superior who knowingly admits anyone to the novitiate or to profession in violation of the prescripts of the law is to be deprived of office.
150. a) Members unlawfully absent from the religious house with the
intention of withdrawing from the power of their superiors are to be solicitously sought after by them and aided to return and persevere in their
vocation.21
b) When the illegitimate absence lasts for twelve uninterrupted
months, and the religious remains unavailable, the religious is, by this
fact, dismissed from the Order. The Provincial with his Council must
without delay, having collected all the evidence, issue the declaration of
the fact so that the dismissal may be legally established. This declaration
must be confirmed by the Holy See.22
152. a) Whenever the juridical status of a province is changed in any
way while the Provincial Chapter is not in session, the superiors and
other officials shall remain in office until the next Chapter, unless the
Definitory shall decide otherwise. This also includes other circumscriptions of the Order.
b) In the transition from Province to Semi-Province and vice
versa, there shall be continuity in the calculation of the triennia. This also
applies to the possible re-election of the Provincial Superior and of the
Local Superiors.23
161. New houses of the Order shall not be established nor retained, unless a sufficient number of religious, that is, never less than three solemnly professed, can be assigned such that our particular form of life can
be duly carried out and our apostolic service adequately provided in a

21

Cfr. CIC can. 665.2.
Cfr. CIC (CV) can. 694.1 n. 3.2 and 3, and the Circular Letter on the “Motu
proprio” of Pope Francis, Communis Vita, September 8, 2019.
23
Cfr. Constitutions 202 and Norms 235.
22
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suitable manner, taking into account the needs of the Church and the appropriate expansion of the Order.
165. a) Superiors and Chapters in our Order possess ecclesiastical
power of governance for both the internal and external forum, in accordance with universal and proper law.24
b) Notwithstanding nn. 174 and 200 of the Constitutions, religious who are over the age of seventy-five are not normally to be elected
to the office of either Superior General or Provincial Superior, which
does not imply the loss of passive voice.
166. Superiors are to exercise their authority in a spirit of service. Docile
to the will of God, they are to govern their subjects as God’s sons and,
promoting their voluntary obedience with reverence for the human person, they are to listen to them willingly and foster their working together
for the good of the Order and the Church.25
169. Superiors are to recognize the due freedom of the religious concerning the sacrament of Penance and the direction of conscience, without
prejudice to the discipline of the Order. They should provide them with
suitable confessors, to whom they may confess frequently.26
173. No one is to be appointed to incompatible offices. In our Order the
following are incompatible:
a) the office of Definitor with the office of Secretary General;
b) the office of Provincial with any other office in the province,
as well as the office of pastor or administrator.
176. Unless a grave cause advises to the contrary, care must be taken that
the same religious does not continue in offices of governance for long
periods of time without interruption. As far as possible, it must be
avoided that a religious who has completed two consecutive terms as Local Superior is immediately elected as Superior of any other house.27

24

Cfr. CIC can. 596.
Cfr. CIC can. 618.
26
Cfr. CIC can. 630.
27
Cfr. CIC can. 624.2; CICLSAL, New Wine in New Wineskins (2017) 46-47.
25
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201. Besides those mentioned in n.189 of the Constitutions, there are in
the General Curia other officials deemed necessary by the Definitory for
the efficient functioning of the Curia. Among these shall be appointed by
the General with the deliberative vote of the Definitory:
a) the Secretary of Missionary Cooperation;
b) the Secretary for our nuns;
c) the Secretary for the Secular Order;
d) the General Postulator;
e) the General Archivist.
204. Regarding the government of the Generalate, the Definitory will
appoint some religious who, in the manner of a local superior and under
the supervision of the General, will have charge of those religious assigned to the service of the General Curia.
213. With regard to the election of the Provincial, the consultation of the
religious with active voice, as mentioned in n.197 of the Constitutions,
is to be conducted during the three months preceding the beginning of
the Chapter, according to the manner established by the preceding Provincial Chapter.
The Provincial Chapter, with the approval of the Definitory, is to
determine the manner in which this consultation will be conducted and
its juridical effects with regard to candidates for the office of Provincial.
216. a) In the Provincial Chapter, after having elected the Provincial
and his Councilors and keeping in mind the future designation of Master
of Postulants, Novices and of Students, the Chapter members shall proceed to the election of those superiors whom it falls within the Chapter’s
competence to elect, according to the decision of the Chapter itself.
b) In order that the business of the province may be treated effectively, the chapter, if it judges expedient, after the elections can summon the newly elected superiors, who will have active voice in the remaining business to be considered.
219. It is the responsibility of the Provincial, in accordance with universal law and the Constitutions of the Discalced Carmelite Nuns, to exercise vigilance over the monasteries entrusted to his care. Moreover, in a
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spirit of fraternal charity he should also be solicitous toward those monasteries which are entrusted to the particular vigilance of the diocesan
Bishop.28
223. It is the prerogative of the Provincial, after obtaining the written
judgment of censors to grant to his friars permission to publish books and
other writings, including those in digital form, all other requirements
having been fulfilled.29
225. The deliberative vote of the Provincial Council is required for the
following appointments:
a) superiors of houses who are not elected by the Provincial
Chapter;
b) the religious superior of a mission entrusted to the province,
unless the Provincial Chapter shall determine otherwise;
c) the Spiritual Masters of Postulants, Novices and Students;
d) the first Councilors of houses, after consultation, if possible
with the respective superiors;
e) the Provincial Bursar;
f) Directors of preparatory colleges;
g) Provincial and local Prefects of Studies;
h) teachers for colleges;
i) the Zelator of the Missions;
j) directors and administrators of periodicals.
226. The following matters also pertain to the Provincial Council:
a) to designate novitiate houses and other houses of formation,
with due approval of the appropriate authority;
b) to dispense one or other house in matters of religious discipline, but not for more than three months;
c) to accept resignation from an office whose election pertains to
the Council itself or even to the Provincial Chapter when the latter is not
in session, except the resignation of the Provincial and of the Delegate
and Substitute to the General Chapter;
28
29

Cfr. CIC can. 614-615; Cor orans 75, 2; 76, 78, 79 and 82.
Cfr. CIC can. 832.
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d) to designate successors to those same vacant offices;
e) to elect superiors for newly established houses;
f) to transfer local superiors from one house to another, according to n.163 of the Constitutions, if the welfare of the province so requires;
g) to remove from office superiors, the Master of Postulants, of
Novices, and of Students and First Councilors of houses in accordance
with the norms of law;
h) to propose to the Definitory for approval an assistant to the
Postulator General;
i) to grant permission for friars to teach in public schools or to
assume some other regular position outside our houses, always respecting the requirements of the common life.
228. Councils can settle questions by voice vote, unless it is specified in
our law that the matter must be decided by secret ballot, or one of the
Councilors requests this. In urgent cases, or in matters of minor importance when it is difficult to convene the councilors, if it is a question
of seeking advice only, the voting can be done by letter or by telephone
or by means of digital or video communication.30
229. a) The Provincial, with the deliberative vote of the Council, will
appoint a Secretary, who will accurately and faithfully record the acts of
the Council.
b) There should be in each Province a Provincial Secretary, nominated by the Provincial and ratified with the deliberative vote of the
Council. This office may coincide with that of the Secretary of the Provincial Council.
238. When the Superior and First Councilor are absent or impeded, a
Provincial Councilor, if there is one in the community, shall preside over
the house. If there is no Provincial Councilor, the religious senior most
by profession is to preside, unless in the latter case the superior has indicated otherwise.

30

Cfr. CIC can. 127.1.
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239. a) Houses shall have a Council, which ordinarily will consist of
the superior and two Councilors;
b) If there are more than ten Chapter members in the house, the
Provincial Council may appropriately increase the number of local Councilors, but not beyond four.
c) In houses where, besides the superior, there are not at least
four friars in solemn vows with active and passive voice, there will be
only a First Councilor, while the Local Chapter shall fulfill the role of
the Council, unless for special reasons the Provincial Council may decide
otherwise.
242. a) The Conventual Chapter is to elect a Secretary, whose duty it
is to transcribe faithfully the acts of the Chapter, which must be signed
by the superior and the Secretary.
b) The Conventual Chapter also elects the Chronicler who writes
the chronicles of the community.
c) The Presider and the two Chapter members who sit next to
him shall act as scrutators.
249. 1. It is mandatory to establish the “stable patrimony” of the Order, of the Provinces, of the Semiprovinces and of the individual houses
legitimately erected in accordance with the guidelines of the Magisterium of the Church.31
a) The stable patrimony consists of all immovable and movable
property that by means of a specific assignment are destined to guarantee
the economic security of the Order, the Provinces, the Semiprovinces and
the individual houses legitimately erected.32
b) For the goods of the Order, this assignment is made by the
Superior General with the consent of the Definitory.

CICLSAL, “Guidelines for the Administration of the Assets in Institutes of
Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life”, Circular Letter, 8/2/2014, n.
1.4; CICLSAL, Economy at the service of the Charism and Mission, 1/6/2018,
nn. 38-40.
32
For a more detailed description of the assets that can be assigned to the stable
patrimony, cf. CICLSAL, Economy at the service, n. 39 a-e.
31
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c) For the goods of a Province or Semiprovince, as well as for
the goods of a legitimately erected house, this assignment is made by the
Provincial Chapter and confirmed by the Definitory.
d) For proper management of the assets assigned to the stable
patrimony, it is necessary to draw up an accurate inventory of the immovable assets, respectively, of the Order, the Provinces, the Semiprovinces and the legitimately erected houses.
e) It is also useful to draw up and keep a list of immovable and
movable assets that are significant for their history, art and preciousness.
f) It is necessary to ensure that the management of the assets assigned to the stable patrimony continues to be in line with the mission of
the Order, so that it is not overloaded with assets and activities unrelated
to the institutional ones.
g) The individual assets included in the stable patrimony must be
subjected to periodic evaluation by the competent authority that made the
legitimate assignment: for the stable patrimony of the Order, every
twelve years; for that of the Province and the Semiprovince, every six
years; for that of legitimately erected houses, every six years.33
2. For the validity of alienation and any other business transaction by which the patrimonial condition of the juridical person could be
adversely affected, there is required the written permission of the competent superior, given with the consent of his Council. Moreover, the
permission of the Apostolic See is required if the transaction involves a
sum exceeding that which the Apostolic See has determined for each region, or if it concerns things donated to the Church as a result of a vow,
or objects which are precious by reason of their artistic or historical
value.34
252. a) Money that is deposited in banks must be registered in the
name of the Order, Province or House respectively, with at least two signatures, namely, that of the bursar and either the superior or another religious designated by the superior. If in a particular nation this cannot be

33
34

Cfr. ibid, n. 40.
Cfr. CIC can. 658, § 3.
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done, the Provincial Council shall issue appropriate norms for such matters.
b) Since it frequently occurs that religious must retain possession
and civil administration of some temporal goods they receive for various
reasons (such as salaries, pensions, insurance, etc.), it is necessary that
each one draws up, before solemn profession, a civilly valid last will and
testimony, which names the Order as sole beneficiary of their estate. This
will be done as soon as possible by those religious who, for lack of legislation in this regard, did not do it before solemn profession.
266. a) No one should enter our employment without a civilly recognized employment contract.
b) Employees are to be paid in a just and honest manner, such
that they are able to properly provide for themselves and their families.35

Remember also the Norms approved by the General Chapters 2009 and
2015 and not modified by the Chapter 2021: NA 4, 164, 229 bis, 253,
273, 274.

35

Cfr. CIC can. 1286.
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DECISIONS
Approved by the OCD General Chapter 2021
1. Stable patrimony [new]
The next Provincial Chapters (2023) should provide for the legitimate assignment of the assets to the stable patrimony of the Province, the
Semiprovince and the individual houses legitimately erected, in accordance with n. 249.1 of the Norms.
2. Revision of the Ratio Institutionis [new]
The General Definitory has to proceed as soon as possible with the
revision of the Ratio Institutionis of the Order, to which the Ratio of the
individual Provinces will then adapt.
3. Anniversaries of St. Teresa of the Child Jesus [new]
On the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the birth of St. Teresa of
the Child Jesus (2023) and the 1st centenary of her canonization (2025),
the General Definitory should consider the possibility of proposing to the
Order the reading of the manuscripts of the Saint over the next six years
and to highlight these recurrences at the ecclesial level.
4. Anniversaries of St. Teresa of Jesus and St. John of the Cross
[new]
The General Definitory should evaluate the possibility of enhancing
the celebrations of the 4th centenary of the canonization of St. Teresa of
Jesus (2022), the 3rd centenary of the canonization and the 1st centenary
of the Doctorate of St. John of the Cross (2026).
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5. Delegates from Africa and Madagascar [new]
The General Definitory (cf. CC 187) should increase the number of
delegates from Africa and Madagascar for the Extraordinary Definitory
from five to six; and the Extraordinary Definitory (CC 168 d) should also
provide in the same way for the General Chapter.
6. Management and contribution to the missionary aid fund [already in force, with changes]
The Secretariat for Missionary Cooperation is to administer a missionary aid fund under the guidance of the General Definitory and to
give a yearly account. Each Circumscription will contribute each year
with a quota determined by the General Definitory itself, in agreement
with the respective major superiors.
7. Dialogue on the names of the Definitors in the General Chapter [already in force, with changes]
Without prejudice to the right of the next General Chapter to opt otherwise, it is proposed that the names indicated by the Superior General
for the Definitors be made known at least 2 days before the voting, so
that, in the exchange of information, a minimum of knowledge can be
obtained necessary to be able to choose.
8. Sending publications to main libraries [already in force, with
changes]
The General Chapter establishes the obligation to send a copy of the
most significant books and magazines published by the Order’s publishing houses to the libraries of the General House, Teresianum and Cites
of Avila. Furthermore, individual friars will do the same for their books
published in external editions.
9. Election and invitation of religious brothers to the General
Chapter [already in force, with changes]
In addition to the religious brothers who are elected for the General
Chapter, the General Definitory may invite others as observers.
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10. The translation service [already in force, with changes]
The Provinces and Semiprovinces commit themselves to make permanent translators available to facilitate the service of communication
between the Center of the Order, the Circumscriptions and the monasteries.
11. Proposal of formation courses in Stella Maris [already in
force, with changes]
The General Definitory should evaluate the possibility and possible
methods of proposing formation courses in Stella Maris (Haifa, Israel)
for the friars, for the sisters of Carmelite Congregations and for the members of the OCDS.
12. Study of the history of the Order and care of the archives
[already in force]
The General Chapter asks the Provincials to prepare young religious
to study the history of the Order and to take care of the provincial archives.

PRACTICAL DECLARATION ON THE ORDINATIONS AND
DECISIONS OF THE PROVINCIAL CHAPTER
[already in force, with two additions]
The General Chapter, having considered carefully the matter
concerning the ‘chapter ordinances’ and the chapter ‘decisions’, above
all with reference to the Provincial Chapter, decides, by way of a practical declaration (cf. N 197, a), that the Chapter acts relevant to:
1) Establishing forms of poverty (N 1)
2) Norms on the use of the habit (N 41)
3) The limitation of the exercise of active voice of those solemnly professed who have not yet completed their period of studies (N
108)
4) The norms concerning travel (N 43, c)
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5) The possibility to establish a different manner of electing the
Provincial (Const. 197)
are to be considered Chapter ordinances, subject to number 152 of the
Constitutions, which require two thirds of votes for approval.
On the other hand, the remaining powers of the Provincial Chapter:
1) The suffrages for our deceased (N 45, f)
2) The habit for novices (N 82)
3) Preparatory colleges (N 118)
4) The creation of a Regional Vicariate (N 158, a)
5) Priories and Residences (N 160)
6) The number of superiors and delegates who are to participate
in the Provincial Chapter; the method and time for the election of delegates (Const. 194, b & c; 195, c; N 208)
7) To consult the friars before the election of the Provincial
(Const. 197; N 213)
8) Plenary Council (Const. 209; N 230)
9) To cooperate with the economy of the Province (N 245)
can be considered Chapter decisions, for which Norm 185, b applies, and
which require only an absolute majority of votes in order to be approved.
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